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translation

It is right that the connection with the
superstitions is shocking and frightful. But to
go on lamenting and crying in the wilderness
isn't a remedy to release from the "self-fastened
and self-knotted" shackle.



fraternized notice

S o m

in the constitutional governments
receivi^""^'^ gratitude by sending the letters after
note-b"V^^ dispatched book "key to success, explanatory
esteemTft respected editors of the.
have and dailies of some countries
abstain,- gratifying letters morally. The
matter. studying for the promulgation is another

accordance with fl "blowing" in
or re '-'o-, I"

''O"a,a,oo,side.hesoci„,„,®73";r™tt^^^^^^^^
mental facah/to'p|ck"'uD tT° '"l""- "" naturalizedwithout the retrogressive measurToTeztdLr,.'"""'^'""'-
^__.^Lo„g,ive the uuiversal and n,„na„i,a,i.

The writing, printing iuid publishing l:,ok~.

Here the theoretical knowledge with practice is limit
ed, registered and labeled or conventional. Wherever the

masses and monopolists are co-religionists and eighty
percent are absolutely illiterates remainders are ignorants,
deprived of the scientific, impersonal and unlimited Self
knowledge.

Where the illiterate masses are enslaved by the



monopolists through out-of-date and inherited conven
tional system as the trade mark are being infused tradition
ally. On the whole where the human-sooiety is entraped in
age-worn tendencies. The innovative literature's reflection,
the evolution and revolution of consciousness, represent
ation of the universal and limitless Humanitarianism plus
Unitarianism is rare. The diagnostician of all kinds of
the sociologoical, psychological, economical, physical and
mental weakness and diseases are available. In such low,

lower and lowest scale or level of the consciousness, the
modes of culture and civics are zero. Either every sort of
the antiquity, the hereditary, materialistic state of
mentality has been dominating or a variety of the peoples
misconcessive the culture or civilization modernized in a
quite wrong term. And misunderstand cure to become
modernists negatively.

But such paralytic modernism is itself a heart-rending
disease. Because the real modernization is beyond of
religionism, feudalism, capitalism and every kind of the
personal-properties. The physical, limited, personal bodj',
mind and possessions can't be kept individualized, personi
fied and mortalized in the transitory world.

But how regretful it is that the scientific inventions,'
the radio, T.V., pen, paper, chair, film industry and news-
papers,magzines and periodicals are misusing and exploit
ing to keep on ignoring the ignorant masses usually. Be
cause the constitutional system of the ruling and governing
body himself is ignorant and "system" of the dead-past
conventionally.

That's the basic cause that the constructive book is
considered "cry in the wilderness" and such flowery facts,
the pearls are known pebbles. Such society is composed of



manlike swines, camels and other animals. But in reality
such creatures are worst of the natural inferior crea
tures because of having the responsible mind. The wor
shippers of the past are not only dogging themselves but

their own shadow illusively.

WRITING

I have explained it in the published book "Key to
success. Explanatory Truth" that book is written
through Practical Realization whimsically and fluently.
But the preparatory procedure to get it composed, pub
lished and circulated requires an arranged ofiice phy
sically. And I have exposed the fact that here in the
physical realm, the light of the universalized spiritual
Centralized Station is already lighting and the shower-
'ng grace is equal bounteously. But wherever the
nature is ill, conscious is guilty, the sub-mind is stony
^Khy, thormy, giddy and muddy. The showering is
entirely inverted, opposite and contrary. Here the old
proverb applies "the darkness prevails at lamp's base".
Though the proverb concerns with the ancient days. But
the meaningfulness must be regarded. When on the whole,
the masses are still past-worshippers practically. The
same fact was described in the published book entitled
"Charter" in page No. 40.

It is an irrefultable fact, the limitless God or Truth is
impersonal and His earth, water, fire and air is for His
whole creatures. His stars, moons, planets and suns are
also for His whole creation, but the religion-world and
his every individual has become co-religionist, co-league
co-communalist, co-ritualist, co-ceremonious, co-casted
class-fellow, co-harmonious, and fellow-country-man.



Briefly it can be practically leaked out that all religion-
world is sharing the same views of personification com
monly. To pen down these articles is easier whimsically
than proof-reading by author. Though my physical
presence is also spiritualized. But here in the wilderness
I am all alone. Therefore in the recent published book
many words are incorrect with wrong letters. I have
pointed out exemplarily in the last page "Errata". But
I am too busy automatically and naturally to defend
mvself though inner-conflict between the Supreme Positive
Power and negative powers (negative channels, in ®
process) that I could not pay attention to correct them
carefully. I again say that the respected readers are not
lack of common sense to pick up the real pronunciation
correctly and deliberately.

PRINTING

Commonly when the maprity of the masses aie
entraped when the illitaracy and ignorance is inherited.
There mother-tongues are not religious langues geographi
cally So to make calligrayhy ond composing the words,
books and theses is eertainly difficult without errors and
mistakes. Consequently the calligraphists and compositors
inspite of being expert can't be able to copy exactly. This
is the basic cause in printing properly.

PHILOLOGY AND LINGUISTIC

Though the unlimited and impersonal Truth doesn't
concern with the bookish knowledge intelligibily. Because
the enlightend facts are oftenly intangible and inexpres
sible through words. It is easier to say, to write, to orate
to propagate but difficult to become. So to become



embodied Iruth doesn't need to be philolgist and linguist
Yet I have guided you by "key to success. Explanatorv
note-book of the evolutive Eternal Truth" in words
spiritually through Practical Realization.

REALIZATION AND CONVICTION

To remain dogmatist, ritualist, communalist, religion
ist, idealist, casted, ignorant and illusionist or delusionist
inheritedly is not faith, conviction and realization practi
cally. The Practical Realization by evolutionary process
link and channel positively is Reality of Oneness.

Neither to be convinced through ceremonial logic by
reading books or according to same the discussions, deoates
and dialect argumentatively is realization nor such peoples
can be established constantl}'. For example one dav two
hypocrities and outward literate persons, one was believer
of ceremonious & personal god and other was disbeliever,
went to debate logically. Conclusively the man who
was disbeliver became believer and other became atheist in
the debate. But idealogically both persons were in the
slippery maze of consciousness. Many ignorant categori
cal ridiculous majority of the masses is in the artificial
world. Such peoples often ly use to change their idealogies,
communality and habitualy disguise step to step. The
causes and effects are also artificial in such world.

When the religious fabricated nation remained rulers,
kings and emperors, etc. They could essily advertise
their negative mottos among their subdued masses. The
capitulated masses undertook their so-called influencv
misunderstanding it "distinctive remedy". Because the
blind imitation is the basic peculiar property of such
category particular!}'.



In the real ancient past-time, the impersonal. Messenger
of Arabia was not Penman (writer). But was not prudently
ignorant. He was not direct God-man Highest of high
because of having the impersonal Servitude. He was only
Message-bearer but the whole communalistic Mohammedan
nation is worshipper of the Bearer instead of impersonal
and unlimited Almighty Sender impiously and blasphe
mously. Such bloody nations kept on conceiving such
ignorance knowledge.

To become possessors of pen and chair or to have the
mastery of scientific Self-knowledge is the best naturalized
quality. But to remain quite ignorant inspite of holding
pens as personal property for the mere exploitation of the
prior-ignorant and mentaly untrained masses is clearly
ignorance and disobedience comparatively. I mean to say
that during the existence and presence of the impressionful
body and mind the humanity can't realize practically the
complete and ultimate Aim of life and creation of the
universe.

Without negation of the dead past's heroic influential
attachment with the mind and submind, every kind of the
hereditary impressives idea is a mere ignorance. Therefore
every kind of the religionistic advertisement, propagation
circulation and proselytism is meaninglessly fruitless
actually in presence and existence of the wavering,
hesitating, wandering, worshipping, deceiving, misleading,
roaming and vacillating constantly.

The mere dogmatic realization through ceremonial
bookish knovyledge and by way of conventional religious
exercises is meaninglessly self-delusion. The masses are
formerly deprived of mental-training. Consequently they
can be more deceived by the artificial "great leaders"



and "mahatamas" etc. Because they can't recognize true
and untrue, real and unreal because of incapacity through
hereditary ignorance. And on the whole they misconceive
the "revivalism" which is necessary. But the damn-fool
deceived religious nation is quite imprudent. Because the
cursed nation does not realize practically that he was
rebellious and blasphemous of Divinity of the imper
sonal Risalat, the last Apostleship practically throughout
centuries. But they still misconceive the battle 'Jahed' for
the collective personal cause usually.

How exemplarily in the history of the dead-past
of this cruel and ignorant nation. Who has incurred
impersonal and unlimited God's displeasure. The full
history proves him murderous, blood-stained, tyran
nous and shocking. It is admitted historical fact' that in
the period of the personal Caliphate-Abbasia his capital
(Baghdad) was an international trade market of the slave
boys and girls with rings in the pierced hole of their ears
as slavery-mark. "(Halqah-bagosh)" ^

KOH-E-HINDUKUSH
(The murderer-mountain of Hindus)

(in Arabic term, the peace-mission of all indirect
Deputies of impersonal God were Messengers)

As before the last Messenger Mohd-e-Arabi the disgust
qualities were slaughtering, looting, killing and lighting
for the personal and classified causes. Last Messenger
converted the patrimonial qualities spiritually for imper
sonal cause. But after a little while same were again
reverted personifiedly. Consequently Arab-nation begain
to exploit and misuse them by power. The Indian-nation
also lost his Reality. He is not even in the negative dis
cipline comparatively inspite of having Bhagwad-Gita.



Conclusively he did not encounter and proved himself
defeatist imprudently. But the Mohammedan-nation was
disciplinarian negative inspite of reverting the meaning-
fulness of impersonal and indirect Kingdom of impersonal
God and Islam irreligiously.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE

Every kind of the personified property has become
heritage of Mohammedan-nation. Those who can luckily
iudge themselve as the universalized humanists analytic-
allv. Fundamently the real Mahabharat United .'tncient
India was transfigured and dispersed before invasion of the
manv foreigners, nearly 1500 years ago. The impersonal
real Greatness of Bharat was transfered in communalistic
personal religion (wheel under wheels). The in eligious
and direct principles of Bhagwad-Gita were entirely disre
garded practically and meaningfully. Only the ceremonious
meaninglessness was going to prevail. Untill the masses
alongwith the religious momipolists reached to extent that
thev lost even tlie negative, harmonious e.xistence totally
and sunk in the sound sleep of obscurity of superstition
badly.

It is meiitionablc fact that whosoever religious nation
assaulted. He was in personified and was in monarchical
system derived from ,*Srab-nation representing the qualities
of canicl llke but in reality manlike satin-nation. The
peisoniiied Mohammedanism of every kind of tlie moiiaich-
ical mission was not Islam. 1 have described it so many-
time Lala Karam Chand Gandhi wasn't real Mahatama
(Embodied Soul. Great Soul). He was a political leader
and was only a composition and muddled of religion, bo
the aggregate reaction of Mr. Gandhi and his religious



masses was Mr. Jinnah and his masses negatively. Other
wise the real Mahabharat did not depart by sever com.
inunalistic and riotous bloodshed. Neither the Humaui-
terianism plus Unitarianism was existed before partition
nor after. The real Mahatama has got Infinite Power
Knowledge and Bliss. But Mr. Gandhi was real leader nor
Mr. Jinnah. Both were centralized negative reactionary
and representative of their ignorant & reactionary nations
retrogressively and religiousl3^ ^^th are considered
•'great leaders" by past-worshippers. The past-worshippers
are negatively 'reverential" and are kept ignorant inheri-
tedly for the instrumental personified limited cause.

Let bygones be bygones and the dead past is always
exemplarily a lesson far the blood}' eventful history-sheet
of the personifiei monarchical and sociological system that
is so heart-rending and grievous that every one who has
got the real humanized mentality may correctly be worth-
ful. There are countless historical events which are now
leaked out through Practical Realization. But I win
expose only a few for the sake of guidance impersonally.

Sultan Mahmood Ghaznavi was also one of the personal
kings, any kind of the personal kingship or monarchy
personal-dictatorship. Mahmood was in same categorical
slaughterer and murderer of the humanity religiously. He
looted and killed India and Indians many times only for
the sake of limited personal interest.

His tyrannous and blood-stained sword shed blood of
tlie mankind mercillessely. India was not waterless and
barren as Arabia. The Indians were not waterless and
murderers as Arabians. Mahmood and his nation or co-
Icaguers had the Arabians q lalities and he himself was
mountainous. His father was a slave of the personal ruler
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of Ghazny as a "keep catamite boy". He was so kind that
hs made him successors. This is the similarity of this
religion (personal monarchical "Islam") about the equality
between "master and slaves .

Whenever he invaded. Every time he returned back
with plenty of wealth, abundance of gold and fulness of
women, girls, boys and men as slaves. This plenitude
was with him in every invasion. "Koh-e-Hindukush" was
in the way. He with his army murdered the old men and
women and the corposes were fallen down the mountain
His army and his country-fellows enjoyed with the slave-
boys and girls sexually and afterwards they were sold in
the international market of slaves-trade the "Baghdad'
Mahmood distributed the looted welth among his armed
forces and a lot ot portion was sent to Arabia as a
"religious present" for the self-deception ignorantly. The
plenteous wealth was a "booty". Which plundered by
constant invasion and made India destitute.

MOHAMMADANISM AND ISLAM

Though I was a spiritual being from my every child
hood. Because I was naturally selected even in my
mother's womb for the sake of humanity's welfare. But I
wasn't practically realized the last cycle of age's God of
the Reality of the last Messenger's "Haqiqat-e-Moham-
medi" nor I was practically achieved the direct Reality
of Lord Chirst "Haqiqat-e-Isvi" tdrough Impersonal
unlimted and scientific self knowledge evolutionarily and
levolutionarily.

Otherwise I aho understood dogmatically, the com-
munalistic Mohammedanism Islam, (the peace-mission of
all Prophets the worshipping of the last Message-Bearier
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indirect impersonal Sender. And communalistic Christi
anity, Reality of Lord Christ (Haqiqat-e-Isvi, direct
impersonal Kingdom of God on earth. Hiqiqat-e-Moham-
medi Reality of Messenger was indirect kingdom of im
personal God in Arabia. Where mother-tongue was Arabic
geographically in accordance with the last Messenger's
impersonal Servitude).

Similarly I wasn't practically realized the direct
Avatarhood's Greatness until I was united with the limit

less. impersonal and universal Supreme Positive Self as
the last Avatar Lord Meher Baba. Otherwise I under-
stood the communalistic "Hinduism" Avatarhood.

Questions of hows and whys are solved through

Practical Realization commentarily in the unreserved
publication entitled "Key to success. Explanatory note
book of the Evolutive Eter nal Truth". This book is a real
history of humanity. Prophets, Messengers and Avatars
alongwith the psychology, sociology, philosophy, philology,
and geographic, substantial and spiritual facts.

After the complete annihilation of body, mind and
possessions the entire purified and universalized conscious
ness dissolves in impersonal and universal Soul with over
Soul naturally. Otherwise without negation of mind,
sub-mind and possessions are only the personal properties
and their attachments are also as in the religion-world
individually, communally, nationally and equally are seen
and observed throughly.

Consequently the unlimited and impersonal Truth is
Communist eternally and all Messengers, Prophets and
Avatars were direct or indirect Communists and Socialists

for the masses or humanity. They were not limited and
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religionists. And now everyone who has got tlie revolu-
tive talent can understand that why the religion-world is
rebellion and insurgent of the eternal evolutive Truth
treachereously ? Please go through the mentioned book
attentively.

GUIDANCE

The direct Ancient One's great Manifestations were
e.specially not religious nationally and communallv.
\\ hether directly or indirectly. So Lord Krishna was not
Hindu nor he was Zorastarian. Krishna born in a space of
"Untouchables" M'ho were also a personified ruiling nation
of India before Aryas. Rama belonged to Arya nation.
\yhose name was transfigured in Hindu-nation. Lord
Krishna's Manifestation was opposed by the Hindu mono
polists, the Brahamanism alongwith the Hindu masses.

^  Shri Lord Meher Baba born in Parsi nation. But
spiritually he is directly Avatar of the present Last Age,
the last incarnated Over-Soul. Now in evolutionary and
revolutionary view-points the eternal Embodiment (Truth)
is quite indifferent. The world is entirely changed. So

y Lord Krishna Himself is Lord Shri Meher Baba, Saib Asmi
or Meher Baba.

Ihe manifested impersonal and unlimited Ancient
One is eternally against every kind of the personal property
and personified monarchical and sociological system.
Whether the manifestation was direct or indirect (Mas-
sengers of impersonal God or God-man).

Jivatma embodied spirit means atma with body and
mind, such category is natural inferior creatures of
numerous specimens of the thrice kingdoms from minerals
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to animals of the elements, ethereal.

The religious antiquated humankind is more inferior
than mentioned above natural inferior creatures. He is
also with the same Jivatma, but not only with the body &
mind but attached with their personified possessions.

Atma (Soul) means beyond of body, mind and posses
sions. Conclusively to become superior Humanitt' requires
the scientific Self-knowledge alongwith the Guidance of
Perfect Master in order to surrender all-in-all. Soul means
impersonal God (Embodied Soul) with over-Soul.

Over-Soul means Highest of the High (Embodied Over-
Soul) with Soul.

URGENT GUIDANCE

The joint and common negative values of the coin-
munalistic religions are antiquatedly personifying the
heritage and derivation of the hereditary personal
inonarchism,

The revivalism of such mentioned above ignorance is
entirely meaningless in the view-point of spiritual innov
ation resurrectingly through evolutive and revolutive
Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism universally. Am I
a'min throwing pearls before swines. the satins, demons
and devils ? About spititualized universal symbolic mark
in the living present Cycle of Sun of the Sun age is guided
innuvatic elv •

gynrbohzcd mark is already printed on the front

and dust-cover of my publication, the full risen Sun with
red ground. The red ground is the symbolization of the
Mars (Mirrikh) the mark of the last world War between
Supreme Positive, impersonal evolutive Truth, Supreme
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Impersonal Real and Equalized Egoism (Supreme Self) and
comparatively the low, lower and lowest negative channels
links and process, the retrogressive false egotism (personi
fied. unreal might through inner-conflicts elementarily.

The universal ultimate Aim of life ar.d creation of the
universe is not negatively religious, communalistic as
personal properties of the body, mind and possessions
Dogmatically through every kind of the limitation, limited
and Ignorant equality is conservative. So rise and get out
of beds of the sound sleep of the ignorance, come to the
heavenly surface above the horizon on earth. Long live
the universal Brotherhood ! (Oneness of One)

Be peace upon you !

indiscretion

I have stressed it already in the recent publication
But I am writing it repeatedly that in the scientific and
impersonal view-point the operation of the evolutive and
resolutive Infinite Power is naturally essential to obliter
ate the opposite and negative might for the universalized

impersonal basic cause of constructive human societv
cm ogically. Because as without autumn the flowerv

spring ime is impossible. Similarly without the destruction

tiveW™Th^^- construction can't be had compara-
the pro-communist Awakener ofhe real past Lord Christ expressed the fact that the ^e

tree d"b f ^he religious world'stree and his fruits v- v>uiia §,  , , ^ nkind) are bitter and poisonous. Whvsuch tree and fruits are ken+ . t ^ ^Kept safe m the garden of th^unwerse ignorantly ? Such fruits are religious massed
and their monopolists. They are cruel, ignorant and m^
be fallen into the calamitious punishment in physical realm
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indiscretionarily. And this is the collective and conserva
tive reaction of their own heretic cruelty and ignorance.

A GUIDANCE

The below written scientific facts are known by those
who are practically with Me as Ones and Oneness, the
Supreme Superior Universal Humanity of the Living
Present Cycle of Age. That all religious terms have been
disused by the whole religious world's negative mentality.

So the conventional terminologies are innovately
antiquated and obsolescent definitely. For instance God,
Ullah, Bhagwan, and Khuda etc are the disused terms.
Which have been using the religious monopolists for the
sake of exploiting the masses. Such terms have become
meaningless through Practical Realization.

The masses of the religion-world dont know even the
literal and verbal meanings of the religious languages. How
can they realize the true and real meanings.

This is the entirely practical or scientific, mechanical
and technical age through dialectical materialism based
on the materialistic evolutionary and revolutionary con
sciousness plus Unitarianism universsally. Consequently
in innovative view-points the unlimited, unregistered,
unlabeled and Impersonal Saib Asmi's name is only verified
and certifitid irreliguously and naturally. The mentioned
facts are already written in the book '*Key to success.
Explanatory note book of the evolutive Eternal Truth".
But these are being revised repeatedly for the welfare of
the humanity. I think it is useless to revise that the
disused, out of date things are obsolescent innovatedly.
Because the antiquated terms practically prove that the
God, Khuda, Ullah, Bhagwan, Yazdan and Rab etc are not
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only divided, partial, separable, divisional and communal
etc but personal unnatural, limited, registered and labeled.
And almighty Saib Asmi is only impersonal Truth. It is
not a religious or political claim pretentiously. It is only
for the informative cause of impersonal Guidance insepara
bly. Ihe refusal, rebellion and disobedience of Saib Asmi's
Agreement and orders means practically to refuse, rebel
an disobey not only the meaningfullness of the religious
terms about the direct and impersonal Truth but to
rebel and revolt against Lord Meher Babas spiritualized,
universalized and innovated impersonal Oneness of the
whole Humanitv.

atheism

1 here are some people in the world, who are called
atheists. Because they do not believe ceremonious "God"
I.e. God introduced by the religion. But do they deny
the existence of impersonal and unlimited real God or
eternal Truth ?

To deny "God" as the denial atheistically is entirely

whrrirtl""' ^'^^^^tpercent right psychologically thatIS the man or his society career is his God is similarevi entia ly. Tiuth or Almighty is not personified, limi-

attached with the same societv mently and practicallv
per,„„.ty,„g hia belief he is also personified through heretl.;

Of^od ° hf denial of such personified or personal
ih T, atheism. Provided it is practically realizedthrough complete negation of body, mind and possessions
practically by Perfect Master with scientific and impersonai
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IMAGE

Realistically when the man is considered the master
piece Image, the moview stattle and the semblance, the
reflected optical impersonal God. Wlw the mankind on
the whole is personified sociologically ? Thus the religious
humanity is abominably moving image of personal and
limited god religiously.

This damn mankind's semblance is the representation
of the satans contrarily. His clumsiness can't be screened.

HEATHENISM

The Heathenish record of misdeeds is historically and
evidentialy obvious practically. The religion-world is
reallv atheist or in heathenism limitedly and antiquatedly.

FEUDALISM

I have already expressed about the feudal and capital
ism through Practical Realization analytically. Repeatedly
I write again that the feudalism is a lowest archaical
social system with the most indistinctive, faded, dim, re
duced and entirely rickety sign, remanet and obliterable
trace of foot-prints of the ancient tribal-system. Every
kind of the personified monarchical system is also the
abominable and obsolete remanet.

The capitalism is the production of the industrializa
tion by the personal property-holders. Though such capital
istic sociological system is entirely against the impersonal
Truth. But is produced by the "believers" of the personal,
limited and registered "god" negatively and self-concept-
ively. Such damn capitalist and religionist-world is higher
than the bloody, damn-fool feudalist world.
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But both differentiated religious worlds are mutually
consisted in the opposite and negative block against the
Supreme, Positive, Impersonal and Unlimited block com
paratively. This is the universal comparison between
Impemonal Almighty's victiorious. Infinite Power and
negative equality's personal, finite defeatist mighty through
the last Collision internally and externally. ^

THE PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTAL TOPIC
When a determmist. Truth-seeker having the scientific

and impersonal Supreme Self-knowledge step to step sur
passes the threshold of the inherited, conventional and
limited hereditary bondages of the consciousness through
annilnlation and negation practically. And he attains the
fourth-plane. His consciousness becomes clarified. Appa-
renty and fearlessly he denys all religious gods practically

bLnTr'n , superior materialistic mindbegins to dissolve in impersonal real Truth or God step to
step, stoppage to stoppage and planes to planes.

It means to say that the cages and traps of the religions
are transitory and quite artificial. Their artificialities are
various

The universalized and limitless Embodiment of the
Majestic God-man, Highest of high (Oneness of One) know,
practically that the fourth-plane is how much awe-insnir
ing gloriously ? Impersonal and limitless God-man Himself

^ performs the Majestic and univer.sal miraculous role on
coming the 4th plane Magnificently. The particular and
expected signs of the awaited Domsday are also goin- to
be appeared and manifested lucidly in a twinkle of eye'
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MUCH BRUIT LITTLE FRUIT

I have alrcadj' pointed out the reliable scientilic fads
ill the publication "Key to success Explanatory note-book—"
that when the masses alongwith their attached religious
monopolists are mentally untrained not according to the
evolution of consciousness with revolutionary procedure,
<iut of date's constitutional and sociological s3-stcm is
unsuitable and has no aptitude inevitabh'.

Consequently such mass-society naturally demands
Martial Law in order to train mentally, the ignorant masses
in accordance with the evolutive and revolutive constitu
tional alongwith the sociological real innovative system
without becoming "yes-man" of the ignorant massess and
their monopolists.

Otherwise the ignorant and patrimonial "Martial Law"
and its "ruling agency" is quite unfit to rule. When such
"damn-fool agency" practically follows the beaten path
cooperatively. How can be suited thus "Martial Law"
system ? Where only the out-of-date inherited religious
ignorance has been dominating the mind and sub-mind of
the societj' throughout centuries unluckilv. Where "much
fruit little fruit" has become the basic policy as before.

GOVERNMENT

It is irrefutable fact. Who can dare to deny it that
the real and positive Government is impersonal and un
limited God's Government. W^ho is Impersonal Dictator
of His all systematic globes universally and irreligiouslv.

The impersonal Government, the direct Kingdom of
impersonal God on the earth is Oneness of One impersonal
universalized and spiritualized Individualism. When the
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personified false egoism (the ignorant ruling class) is over
whelmed irresistibly by his own sexuality and falsification.
How such naturally rejected ruling class can dominate
others selflesslj' and impersonally? So nod for the wise and
rod for the donky (manlike donky, inferior than natural
inferority of the ethereal animals). When their trend of
mind is also against Me contrarily.

I have told you in this topic that how and why man
is Image of God ? Certainly man is same positively and
man is satan, demon and devil negatively. Moreover the
scientific fact is that the thrice Kingdoms, minerals vege
tables and animals and their numerous typifying species
are also the images of unlimited and impersonal God
evolunised inferiorily and naturally. But the univeisalized
man must be the real Image of God practically and the
man's coleagues (congenials) do not represent them con
trarily. negatively and irresponsibly. The lowest creatures,
snakes, scorpions, flies, leeches, louses, bats, crows, cobras,
tortoises, serpents, hornets, different birds, different animals
etc. are the man's own represented and substantive
qualities. The whole sociological man's society is his own
reflected negative or positive qualities.

But the direct and Impersonal God-man, Highest of
high is beyond of the qualities. His Spirit is in the lowest
of low creatures and the numerous qualities of such crea
tures alongwith the unlucky and depressed manlike negative
and imprudent beings are not enlisted in His superiority.

THE MERITORIOUS NATURALIZED

QUALIFICATIONS.

The relevant qualification to be written above headline
concerns with the meritorious superiority of impersonal
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and universalized embodiment of the evolutionised imper
sonal scientific constitutional system sociolagicalij-. The
masses and religious monopolists are always untrained
inentall}', psychologicalh' and spiritual]}-.

Consequently the so-called notorious and disgusted
o.xperimental parliamentary system with electoral stunt is
absolutely against the Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism
in the living present Cycle of last Age.

I have already leaked out the causative effects in the
book "Key to success" for the sake of Guidance imperson
ally about the real Democratic System ultimately.

(See the book)

When every kind of the departmental and educational
system is also a mere personifying traditional, basically
commercially, sexually or gluttony in sociological wrong
constitutional view-point. And the holders of the certifi
cates, diplomas, degrees, testimonials and the so-called

qualifications are the representation of such "human-socie
ties." There are every kind of the artificial and disguised
qualities which can be observed practically except illumina
tive reflection of the evolutive eternal Truth through prac
tice. Have you got the clarified heart-mirror to look the
immoral, roguish, awakward, ill-intentioned, fretful, rude,
slander, sinful, wicked, unlucky, greedy, faithless, ill-
natured, dishonest and clumsy features of the religious
societies ? If you havn't. This means you havn't observed
yourself. And you intrinsically are also dirtful and grimy
with your heretic record of mis-deeds evidentialy.

A GUIDANCE

The below-written scientific facts are known by those
who are practically with Me as Oneness, the Supreme
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Superior Universal Humanity of the living Present Cycle
of Age. That all religious terms have been disused by the
whole religious world's negtative mentality meaninglessly.

So the conventional terminologies are innovately
antiquated and obsolescent definitely. For instance God,
Allah. Bhagwan and Kuda etc are the disused terms.
Which have been using the religious monopolists for the
sake of exploiting the masses. Such terms have become
meaningless through Practical Realization.

The masses of the religion-world don't know even the
literal and verbal meanings of the "religious languages."
How can they realize the true and real meanings ?

This is the entirely practical or scientific, mechanical
and technical age through dialectical materialism based on
the materialistic evolutionary and revolutionary conscious
ness plus Unitarianism universally.

Consequently in innovative view-points, the unlimited,
unregistered, unlabeled and Impersonal Saib Asmi's name
is only verified and certified irreligiously and naturally.
The mentioned facts are already written in the book "Key
to success. Explanatory notebook of the evolutive
Etetnal Truth." But these are being revised repeatedly
for the welfare of the humanity. It is useless to revise
that the diseased, out of date and totally obsolescent terms
are not innovatively useful. Because such antiquated terms
practically prove that the God, Khuda, Allah, Bhagwan,
Yazdan and Rab etc. are not only divided partial, separ
able, divisional and communal etc but personal, unnatural
limited, registered and labeled. But Almighty Saib Asmi
is only Impersonal Truth. It is not a religious or political
claim pretentiously. It is only for the informative cause
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of impersonal Guidance inseparably. The refusal, rebellion
and disobedince of Saib Asmi's Agieement and orders
means practically to refuse, rebel and disobey not only
the meaningfullness of the religious terms about the direct
and impersonal Truth. But to rebel and revolt against
Lord Meher Baba's spiritualized, universalized and inno
vated impersonal Oneness of the whole Humanity.

IDOL WORSHIPPING

T have already pointed out the admitted facts in the
publication "Ivey to success— But now 1 am explaining
it again that every kind of the idol-worship is relevant to
the prolong period of the demon personal monarchical and
tribal systems. Conclusively any sort of the idol-worship
ping is the reproachable existance of tlie body, mind and
possessions individually and universally.

The personality-worshipping, mimicked past-worship
ping limited relationships, limitation, selfishness and meta
phorical connection etc., such heretical ignorance is dobut-

lessly idol-worshipping. Consequently the Mohammadanism
was personified monarchisin, kingship personified varied
"Khalifat" and spiritually out of date blind imitation etc
are clearlj' idol-worshipping.

BLACKSTONE

The historical facts are already written in the men
tioned published book. So to the ancient imitative, mean
ingless ceremonious-show of the constant kissing the black-
stone is clear and undeniable exposition of the idol-
worshipping. The ignorants don't know the basic histori
cal cause of the black-stone. And they go on kissing
cereinonially their own anus psychologically and sexually.
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Impersonal God, Yazdan, x^llali, Bhagsvan, Atama and
Parmatma or Soul and Over-Soul is not in the temples,
shrines, graves, tombs, mausoleums nor He (Truth) is

religious. Neither "Hardawar" is His Abode nor "Kaaba".
^ His residence is Heart of the Supreme Superior Humanism

tiinelessly, spacelessiy and harmoniously.

A MEMORY

A circumstantial memory has come to my mind that
when I was a student of the primary class. Some English
poems were being learnt by heart. But a poem was much
attractive.

Twinkle ! twinkle little star

How I wonder what you are !

Up above the earth so-high

like a diamond in the sky

I was also amazed like a poet. But now I have found
out the celestial globes also through practical realization
and the scientists have also searched to some instants l)y

their invented spectroscope etc. Every kind of the specu
lation has been changed in practice.

Similarly I was much attracted to surpass the horizon
for living in tiie sky in mv very childhood at everv even
ing. Rut now it is needless spirituallv. ! have already
surmounted surpas.sing the skies as a Superhuman. But
still the surrounding of the world, where phvsically I am
is usually not worth-living and is entirely resurrectable.

BRITISH NATION

I have already mentioned in the recently published
bitok about the nations historically in spiritual and practical
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the nation and nationality is not religious but is geographi
cally in the world of microseism with the climates, different
surroundings and mofher-tongues in accordance with the
territorial boundaries, not artificial impure limitations and
boundaries unnaturally.

Consequently the natural standard-bearer nation is
realy praise-worthy. Otherwise at the day of Judgement
in the Universal Supreme Court, ever}' artificial commun-
alistic religious nation is objectionable under judicial
Notice. .'\nd is not excusable collectively. 1 have pointed
out through Practical Realization the admitted facts
belonging to the world of the cause and effects about all
nations. Thats how and why the nations, generation after
generation transformed as the communalistic religionists
retrogressively in the dead unreal past conservatively ?

This is the historical discovered fact that the whole

European and Americanised nations are descended from

the irreligious, and spiritualized impersonal ruling Aryan.
Substantively the mother-tongues of the mentioned nations
have the derivation from Persian and Sanskrit from the

original liveage to their features.

I have expressed in the mentioned book that what was
Gccured at the real terminated time, in the every past.
When the direct Impersonal Saviour, Awakener and /
Redeemer Lord Christ manifested as an Embodied Soul

with over-Soul directy. And what behaviour was by
the religious-world The Jew-nation with the personified
Roman Empire's people executed the Benefactor of the
mankind and proved ungratefulness tyranously as the
"executioners" of the expei ted and awaited .'^wakaner of

tlie real past.
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The Hebrew language was the mother-tongue in that
ancient time, not English. But to revolt is a fundamental
procedure of the world of the cause and effect irreligiously.
I mean to say that even the languages with consciousnees
are changeable and transforormed. But when the mother-
tongues or languages become only the instrumental
religious and monopolized cause of the personified interest.
Their meaningfulness vanished. Such religious languages
have been also rejected becoming obsolete naturally.

As all other religious nations, the communalistic
Christianity also proved him insurgent ignorantly and
rebelliously personified ruling nations leave tlieir foot
prints after setting their artificial sun of the mighty
prosperity historically.

Before the British nation's succession the religionist
nations of the east world were deprived of the scientific
and inventive culture positively. The scientific inventive
and constructive sources were not there. Which are being
misused or exploited by the quite impure ruling class along-
with the masses and religious monopolists through the
usual religious inherited and negative antiquity generation
after generation personifyingly. Because the destitution
of the impersonitied evolution of consciousness is the basic
cause of destitution. Without disciplinary and impersonal
fvolutionlsed and revolutionised constitutional and sociol

ogical system, the human-.society can't exist on the earth.

It was the imprudence of the British and English
Americanised ruling class that they recovered not onlv the
petroleum in the sandy country, the Arabian desert and
in Iran. But constructed the work-shops, factories and
manufactories. The Arabians alongwith their co-religionists
and confederates are basically deprived of inventing.
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disclosing and discovering because of limited, conventional
and locked mentality.

The real scientists, the constructors of the structure

of the human-societies are eternally real and impersonal
humanist not communalist or religionists. If they are in
the religious-society of the personified constitutional and
sociological cursed system and they are prized respectfully

They must be kept straight forwardly carefull and
attentive.

The ex-personified Arabians were kept subdued and
capitulated by the religiously personal Khalifat-e-Usmania
to a long period.

During the Turkish personal government's exemplary
downfall, the Arab-nation began to excite with his
religious, racial, and nationality's prejudice and bigotry
against Turkish personal "Khilafat". The personified com-
munalistic religious government of Saud was the paiticular-
ly sustained by Britain personal Imperialiam. The
reinforcement was sent to the Arabian's rebellions by
Britain from United Indian Mohammedan armymen. The
armymen were recruited by personal property-holders,
landlords, feudalists and personfied shrineholders, artificial
successors of the fabricated "guides". They were rewarded
with more personal property with more lands and different
titles. The awarded "titles" were considered distinctive in

the mass society belonging to the "government party". No
doubt to research or trace out the petroleum in Arabia and
Iran was not for impersonal cause. But for the personified
interest. Fundamently this action in the long-run proved
"imprudence".

As a naturalization the British nation distinctively is

a magnanimous nation geographically having the intelle-
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gent characters and heavenly innovative intrinsic and
instinctive qualities and qualifications on earth.

Everyone who is the spiritualized Humanist in the
world of the cause and effect knows that I don't believe

practically in any kind of the social, classical, tribal, com
munal, partiality, nationalitj', limitation and bondages etc
religiously. I have written some historical facts with
reference humanly. But the Americanized nation is
superior than Britain during and after C\'cle of Age.

AMERICANISED NATION (U.S.A.)

The historical fact is realy praizeworthy that the
Britishers who sent to abroad by personal Britain imperial-
i.sm for gaining the wealth disengaged independently. How
the existence of U.S.A was brought into .such form ? It is
as prolong history as longitude of U.S.A itself. The
memorable heroic deeds of all kinds of the workers,
representatives, presidents and co-leaguers are historical)v
admissable.

Because it was not an easy job to formulate it even in
such form. It is not revisable that the many countable
presidents were victimized, killed or slains during the
performance of the assigned duties.

But spiritually objectionable fact is that after diseng
agement from the personal British Imperialism did the
Reality of Lord Christ, Impeisonal direct Kingdom of
Impersonal God or Truth sociologically and constitution
ally enforcemently impose ?

I.et bygones be bygones. When the Impersonal
unlimited and univer.sal Fountainhead's influential boun
teous f.race is showerin.g. .\re you ready to receive it ?
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It is well informed and many peoples were showing
enlisted as devotees also beware that after writing the

Book "God Speaks" by Impersonal Lord Meher Baba in
Sanskrit language last Avatar renunciated even to take pen

in his Hand. He naturallj' wished to go to Iran for Imper
sonal spiritual work. When His devotees went to the
British Consulate's office in Bomba}', for the concerned
pass-port. The Consulate said disgracely "Why he doesn't
sign on the form, is he above of Lord Christ ? When this
Consulate's rebellious words were received. The celeberated

Baba gestured "yes I am ready to write my signature
before his seat. So the signature was written, when the

British Consulate was sitting in front of Baba's Chair.

But the half-risen sun (the symbolic sign on the

Union jack) the British personal imperialism (against the
direct impersonal Reality of Christhood or Lord Meher
Baba's impersonal limitless and universalized supreme
Self, Egoism) set down naturally. The universal I or Baba
is not opponent of humanity. We are unfavourable of the
(personal property-holding of every kind of the constitu
tional and sociological inhuman system eternally.

U.S.S.R.

At i)resent time the whole of the religion-world is
fundamently proving himself heroic rebellious, treachereous
and "heathenish" practically and religiously, disguising
in comrnunalism.

The U.S.S.R is also practically against the impersonal
scientitic theoretical knowledge hand in hand with practice
evolutionarily. The constitutional s\'stem alongvvith the
sociological system is right. But the personality-worsh'.p-
ping or the past-worshipping alongside the inherited
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religious psychological tendentious-policv is quite wrong.

The Marxism is also not a Super Supreme Goal. But
it is a stc ppage in the way to the Destination. Bro. Karl
Marx himself knew. But the Lenonism and worshipping
of the Tenon's mummified dead body in the glassy coffin
is against Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism, the real
universalized and practically limitless communism on the
whole earth in the living present of Last cycle of Age.
Make haste and hurry up to take a warning against the
exemplary dead past.

PARTICULAR FACTS

The most especial quality of the people must be borne
in the mind that in the passed ages all equalized spiritual
facts of the direct Ancient One's were existed beyond of
skies and above of vacuum.

So the Seekers of the eternal evolutive Truth, the
space travellers attained graciouslv through vacant mind
according to proficiency for the devotees. All devotees
weie not in equal degree externalh' and internally in
spiritual view-points.

besides every thing was in the low, lower and lowest
vacuum above earth. But many vacums are in the skies.
E\eiy sky has different heavenly vacuum above every
vacuum same Sun is risen. Sky to sky Sun is on the
same centralized point. The Sun concerning with the
globes of earths is centralized and the earth revolves round
it physically. The physical sun is the reflection and
Manifestation of the Sun of suns.

Such as the physical globes of earths have been
decreasing. Similarly the appeared sun is going to be
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fallen down and the moon, stars and planets were being
completely disappeared totally. The Resurrection Day
has come. The direct and impersonal Kingdom of imper
sonal God or Truth on the earth has begun timelessly and
spacelessly. The real scientists have proved the subjuga
tion of moon and mars even physically by vanquishing
and hoisting the flag on them practically. But I warn
you that to worship the dead and artificial past is unlawful
and against scientific knowledge evolutively.

CONSTITUTIONALISM

In the present physical, and transitory world there
are various kinds of constitutionalism with constuencies
and constituents sj'stems. All such systems are actually
out-of-date, defective, imitative, spotful, ineffective, in
human and fruitless for the sake of evolutive, innovative
and revolutive impersonal constitutional system of
universalized Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism
constructively.

The religion-world idealogically says "Almighty One
is limitless and impersonal and the earth, fire, water and
air and natural inferior ethereal creatures are equally
and naturally obliged with the celestial creatures graci
ously". But the mentioned cursed woild and every kind
of his individuality proves his "creeds" practically mean
ingless. Why ? The problem is already solved guidancely
in the published book. "Key to success "

When the eternal God or Truth is unlimited Imper
sonal Director of the whole universe. Consequently on
the earth constitutional system must be united with t
constitutional system of Truth directly, the Impersona
Dictatorship. I have already described that for the
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Reconstruction of the sociological mass-society requires
eternally the real positive Martial-law system. But not
artificial martial-law system imitatively and retrogres-
sively, the representation of the falsehood of the daed-
past.

RETROGRESSION

The scores of retrogressive nations have been dest
royed and obliterated historically upto this time. Now
they are non-existent. Onlj' because they considered the
ignorance Truth, disbelief faith, blind imitation the
religion s labyrinth path and conservation the progression.
Their goveinment with sociological system was retrogres
sive. But they were all chips of the same block having
the opposition in their ruling "heroic" nagative psychology
on y as jeolous and rival politicall}' and religiously. The
misleaders, professionists were just the rotten sheep
in ecting the flock, the masses of their parties. In their
rotten constitutional system as many men as many minds.
An that was misconceived democracy and democratic
^stem having the usual inherited personified society.

le so-called "heads" of the government were self-deceived
by the different propagations and spoke to keep on deceiv
ing le masses. But the bare words buy no harleg.

bygones I selected some of them for the

evolutfveTy^^VhVy Ibo m"' Unitarianismy  ̂ "ey also proved themselves disobedient and
carelessly unefiicient.

They with their coleagues were the birds-flock self-
is y. ut such "pitchers" in the dark well of the past
brokea ast Such-pitchers" ,vere chatty frogs itt the
dark well of the dead past.
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The deceased fellows were just as the roling slones
gathered no moss or the\7 were between two stools and fell
down the ground idiomatically.

Let bygones be bygones and don't remain successors
of the prior peoples through inherited retrogressive
psychology. Take lesson from your abnominable dead-past
pratically. To follow the beaten path is stupidity. He is
not lost who comes at last. But every kind of the
personified property has blinded all ges, the dustful system.

''Listen humanity" 1 If my Heart is United with your
heart to heart. If you are mently healthy, you are
physically and spiritually healthy. Otherwise the un
healthy fatty physical body is liable to be eaten by worms.
Let the dead past, bury in the dead. Otherwise I will
say "you are playing stupidly and the natural inferior
animals instinct is far better than your unnatural "fatty"
intellect"

Are you realy in the list of Superior Humanity or the
empty vessels making much noise? Hear ! I speak to heart.
Lucky are those who have got the mind and heart with
Me universally equalized postively.

Note : Our Constitutionalism is not personal imperial
ism, kingship and monarchism or any kind of the personal,
personified and classified dictator system. Impersonal
Dictatorial System, eternally direct Kingdom of imper
sonal God is already promulgated heavenh^ and naturally.

But on the whole and commonly the humanity on
earth is rebelliously against us as usual upto the living
present.
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THE UNIVERSALIZED EVOLUTIONARY ROLE

1. The real and positive modernism, progression,
evolution and revolution is not the out-of-date's tendent
ious hereditary psychology in the sub-conscious mind as
Lenons' absurd political policy about religion. The com-
munalism or religionism is not the private rnatter. Only
the evolutive impersanal Truth is the universal and un
limited scientific matter of the whole humanism externally
and internally.

It is the causative base of the Lenon's policy that the
masses of the Republics of Soviet Union are double-minded
and uncertain and are proving his negative policy practi
cally during the war in Afghanistan between the personi
fied monarchical tendentious impure ignorants and imper
sonal and positive dictatorial's constitutional system
evolutively, the true representation of the living last cycle
of Age (The direct Impersonal Kingdom of impersonal,
unlimited unregistered and unlabled Saib Asmi, directy
united with One of the universalized Oneness.)

2. The past is dead. The past never returns. Experi
mentally it is entirely absurd to try try again what has
already proved failure having the nonsence rebellious
personified monarchical inherited tendentious ignorance
Because every communalistic religion is rebelliouslv in
favour of personified constitutional and sociological system
historically.

Note I pose the question to the heads of thw
Supreme Constitutional system of U.S.S.R that how the
universal journey will be surpassed, when such a long time
has been taken to traverse the "primtive stage" in
Afghanistan
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DIVINE COMMUNISM

To become the mere Marxist theoretically and to
prove it not practicable is also ignorance having the inheri
ted tendentious psychology.

Though the scientific practicable Marxism requires the
irreligious and impersonal dictatorial constitutional S3'stem
promulgatedly for the transforming the sociological system
evolutionarily and revolutionarily. But Karl Marx was
not a mere theorist. He worked hard and that too self-
lessly. His theoretical analysis was not impure like
Lenon's political vicious policy which he adopted towards
the religion, only the misfortune of humanity.

The scientific theorj' of Marxism is a stage during the
journey to Goal for the construction of the mass-society
and as such Marxism is an important mile-stone in the
waj' of universalized Goal (Divine Communism)

MESSAGE

"I am not come to establish any cult, society or
organization nor even to establish a new religion.
The religion that I shall give teaches the knowledge of
the One behind the many. The book that I shall make
people read is the book of the heart that I hold the
key to the mystery of life. I shall bring about a
happy blending of the head and the heart. I shall
revitalize all religions and cults, and bring them
together like beads on one string."

(Meher Baba)

(Spirituallj' to revitalize means to wipe out and uproot
all blind imitative limitations by infinite Power, Know
ledge and Bliss. And revitalize the all religion-world

y
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niiraculously in one knotless String, Humanitariariism plus
Unitarianism (Divine Communism) by Almighty Oneness

, of Asmi or Baba. There is a lot of the basic deep-rooted
jnental difference between the false phj'sical egoistic
heirarchy and the Supreme Real Spiritual and Impersonal
Heirarchy)

The written above indicated Words arc taken from

/•'Gad speaks" by the last direct Ancient One's Book, writ
ten Himself, the last Avatar Hazrat Meher Baba. Godman,
Hi-^hest of the high. His spirit is also in the lowest of the
low. His constant miraculous Silence is writing, speaking
doing now infinitely. I have already explained it through
practical Realization in this booklet and in recently
published book too "Key to sucess. Explanatory note-book
of the evolutive eternal Truth" observing the religion-
world, slipped down totally from the Universalized imper
sonal Centralization of the Universal Humanitarianism
plus Unitarianism ignorantly, arrogantly and inherently.

Note : Who is heirlessly with Almighty One of Oneness
single mindedly. He is Impersonal Dictator of the evolutive
constitutional system. To become heirless is the most
difficult job. So such negative individuality having the
co-leagues of the inherent monopolized personified associ
ated sy.stems is certainly in the living present time spiri
tually. The different kinds of the individuality, the unfit
ruling class is still stagering, wandering knocking and
stumbling grossly outside the threshold of the supreme
Reality and has not got the capacity to know his retrogres
sion. And knows the stumbling block is a centralization,
the. Fountain-head of Humanitarianism (Divine Commu
nism) ignorantly.
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CURABLE REMEDY

I have pointed out mercifully that as the depressed
masses are incapable to enlist in Our spiritualized universal
Superior Humanity. Consequently they can be universal
Superior by training mentally step to step and hands in
hands. If the constitutional and sociological system is
according to the evolutive procedure practically.

In such style the mass-society is able to convey for the
universalized Goal gradually.

Otherwise it is inapprehensible to realize the Self-
knowledge for surpassing the threshold of the inherited
tendencies and to travel onward by plane to plane for
approaching the ultimate universalized Goal, the fulfilment
of the Aim of life and creation of the Universe.

Because to negate, to uproot and to annihilate the
personified property of the body, mind and all their posses
sions is not an easy job singlemindedly in thus quite arti
ficial mass-society. And to renounce, renunciate and to
populate in the jungles, woods, deserts and mountaneous
caves is unnatural for the masses also. I have achieved
the Goal spiritually through Practical Realization during
prior twelve years for the complete annihilation in constant
seclusion and perfect solitude facing the inner-conflict, the
universal last war between negative and Aflfirimative
(Supreme positive) channelship, links and process com
paratively. The inner-conflict is still going on in Me. In
reality I am already secluded though outwarldy I live
mysteriously and am not recognizable irrespectively by the
lowest manlike satans except those who practically recog
nize themselves after the complete negation of body,
mind and possessions. They can't recognize Me. Who
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are in the lowest status and are imprisoned their tortuous
body and mind generation after generation, race after
race, death after death and life after life. How can
their dusty, muddy, rusty and patrimonial absurd angry,
greedy and lusty wisdom recognize ? Their souls are with
Me but their minds are satanic, demonic and devlish.
Their qualities are with them irresponsibly.

I have observed that the corrigible step to establish
the whole social system communistically is excellent.

Otherwise remaining every kind of the incorrigible
mind in order to keep on building the eastles in the air is
evidently and obviously insanity and madness. Because
the basic cause of every kind of the identifying mental
diseases are a past-worship.

It is an other thing that such madness is deceitfully
and politically over-clever. Such mentally deranged fellows
are just as a rotten string attached with the same cate
gorical self-deceived fellows serving their arrogance and
don't want to depart from their "parrotary , patrimonial
and tendentious habits.

Consequently the real decisive step is to co-operate
practically with the Channelship of the last Ancient One's
impersonal Embodiment. If to the last the approachable
direct Channelship is thinner than the hair. It is the fault
of the artificial past worshippers, influenced by the outward
show ignorantly.

A LAST DECISIVE STEP

It is an admitted fact that the whole masses can't be
transformed in the Universalized spiritual and heavenly
Oneness of One, kingdom of God on earth. Because to
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realize practically is impossible for every one of the vvorld's
masses through the scientific Self-knowle-ige directly. The
Book "God Speaks" written by the last Avatar is for the
Humanity and universalized Embodiment or Superior
Individuality. Who is in the list of Oneness and wants to
become Book of Truth practically. But the world of
the artificial causes and effects is incapable to recognize
Truth.

The religion-world is a aggregation and inclusion of
many different religions, communalism, classifications,
tribals and every communal system has different out of
date jurisprudence separatedly. This means the whole
abominated world is unworthy of becoming universalized
Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism, Oneness of One.

Because the world has become wheels under wheels.

All religioits slipped out, misled and lost from the
universal Centre from a long dead past upto the living
present. And the masses alongside the religious "mono
polists" have no confidence except deprival, absence and
separation from the Centralization. The abstraction, ex
traction and sumarized centre is universally One. But to
move away from it ridiculously and rebelliously is con
ventional ignorance.

The religion-world is revolving around the centre {Sun
of suns) in lowest scale or ground of the third clsss material
istic consciousness. The mass-mentality is already kept
entraped by the monopolists, who are alreadj' embracing
the negative personified constitutional system inheritedly.

The world has many worlds, the world of cause and
effect, pensive, fancy dream-world, earthly and heavenly
world, invisible world, world of ideas, angelic world, mortal
world, and the world of Oneness.
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The deification of the religion-world is buffoonery.
The worshipping of the different deification is inhumanly
ridiculous. Cosequently such numerous tendentious ignor
ance has been dominating the religious mass-society
"frankly."

MASSES

It is irrefutable fact that in such age-worn tendentious
and unfavourable conditional surrounding every kind of
the systematic development, programme, schenre, and pro-
iect is vicious and incorrigible religiously.

We (I with Oneness) want universalized promulgation
of the decisive system according to Our Self-knowledge,
Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism undispensably. Be
cause in such basicaly vicious society every kind of the
"distinctive prayers", charity, alms, goodness, procedure,
business, function, duty and so-called "virtuous" deed is

quite fruitless and self-deception.

AGGRESSION

It is a mere aggressive step to keep (ju usurping and
oppressing the basic Human-rights cruelly and ignorantly.
This is the exposed aggression to remain entraped in ignor
ance and the ignorance itself is f\indamentally conventional
aggression.

EVIDENCE

All natural phenomensaml their all real manifestations
and demonstrations have been communicating and reveal

ing the Almighty Creator, Saviour, Awakener, Builder and
Destroyer's real imagery qualities and reflective creatures.
The real Supreman is a real Image of Truth. But the
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ignorant, past-worship religious mankind's influenced and in
herited tendentious ignorance, the negative collision proves
that such unlucky humanity and his individuality is also
imagery but in meaningful term satan, demon and devil.

This manlike category is inferior than the natural
inferiority of the elements-creatures, the different kinds
nf imagery. The manlike categorical tendentious mis-,
deeds are obvious through his face, eyes, ears, hands,
feet, talking, walking and behaviour evidentially. Because
in scientific psychological view-points his mentality from
bottom to head is a mixture of the confused consciousness
for himself.

The manlike satans who are professionally and chara-.
cteristically in their categorical list. Th^ir actions are
moulded on the organs physically. His all history-sheet
is similarl}'^ exposed ev^en after death from their mental
and ethereal transforming bodies. But there all scientfic
facts are invisible for those who are self-deceitedly in the
fastened grip of ignorance.

Who are badly addicted to sodomy, buggery and
adultry etc religiously or in biothelsand eunuchs markets.
Their faces are certainly vagina, penis and anus but afe
absorbed psychologically in exercising habitually what
ever they are. They could not hide them in religionism
throughout centuries upto present. The fare is index of
mind and sub mind.

INFORMATIVE DIRECTIONS

1. The most lucky fellows who in the universalized'
list of Superior Oneness of the evolutive Truth are naturally
priveliged to be hurried with the same dress or uniform'
which they use to put on, after forty days, the grave-yard
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unceremoniously should be smooth with the ground. The
legs must be kept towards sundown physically.

2. The heads of the shrouded physical bodies must

keep towards the rising sun. Wherever the rising direction
is in the present world.

3. After breathing his last the religion-world's im-
pressessioned life goes on paying the penalty through cause
and effect. Whatever his ceremonious and ritual connec
tions and conventions are after physical death accordingly.

But I have observed spiritually that to burn down the
dead bodies. Who are commonly sinful, cruels ignorants
and havn't got the capacity to become humanists are
deserving to be burnt after physical death. They must
not be burried in the ground. Otherwise they have the
causative effect to infect the ground or earth transforming

it as impure land.

The burning down such bodies after physical death is
essentially far better than to hurry under ground.

Because in spiritual view-points the sexual system
(with the exemption of the natural inferior ethereal crea
tures of air, water, fire, and earth) of responsible mankind
concerns with below of the navel and this lowest portion
of the human-body is just like the fire-temple itself blazing
fire of anger, greed and lust. Whether the corpse of the
dead body is burried or burnt down. The record of mis
deeds goes on reacting.

But to keep on burying such inhuman dead bodies is
sinful idiotically. Because their relatives, friends, and
coleagueres can't reduce and liberate them from impres
sions in their ethereal and mental bodies. By physical
death their lengthy inherit record of misdeeds ends for the
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interval. But after death they reap whatever they sow.
Cosequently they have to pay. Because sucli humanUy is
already in the hell-state of mind death to death and life to
life.

But the bodies which are being burnt down in the
"physical hell" (crematorium). Their record of impres-
•sions can abso transform in ashes immediatly and compara-
tiveh'.

At present the sun-flower is preferable than rose. Hie
rosy flower is attached with the moon and spiritually or
heavenly with the passed cycles of moon-age. Which is
totally finished. The face of the sun-flower naturally and
physically goes on turning towards the sun's face.

I have explained in this booklet also about the idol-
worship for guidance impersonally. After the physical
death oftenly the personality worshippers habitually pur
sue the deceased and usually continue to shadow them
ceremoniously with sinful mentality. That's why the
reactions of the died peoples can't be ended. Rather
remain and resume because of the other connection with the
misdeeds of such relationship. The different kinds of the
dependents and relatives do not want to release and free
them from the "Sanskars" (impressions) as they were
attached badly in their physical transitory life.

1 have explained many times that last artificial and
imitative cycle of age has finished only the blind imi
tation remains rneaninglessly and the real meaningful-
iiess is certainly finished absolutely. Thus the entire
imitative ignorance is misconceived faith or "strait path"
blindly. The different labyrinths are misunderstood strait
path by the "rank-idiots."
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WORKSHOP

The world on the earth is a workshop, above earth,
in the different atmosphere is also workshop and above of

the vacuum is the workshops. On every sky is working
machine. It is essentially inevitable that the different
earthly workshops must be united with the celestial work
shop according to evolutionary law constitutionally and
sociologically, associating and cooperating with each other
practically and limitlessly.

The ethereal and natural inferior creatures of the

elements are exemptable. But the humankind must be

responsibly realized his assigned duty in the universal.
Workshop by complete obliteration of the artifical dead-

past, the man's body and mind are the workshop. The
mind's activities take effect on all vitalised organs and
limbs organically.

Consequently the workshop on the earth must natur
ally be more and more Superior than the reality of every
past. Below the navel is for animalism through natural
inferiority, the vagina and penis. But behind the vagina
penis and testicles, the anus is for the excremental cause'
After all, this natural lowest portion of the body is for
animalism not for the superiority of humanism or for the
artificial dogmatic "paradise" not even for the anus-usin"
as a sexual intercourse, the against nature business of such
workshop.

The Vagina and penis concern with animals. If the
mankind s lowest portion of the body's mental work is
united with animalism through natural inferiority. It is
right. But if his mentality goes on misusing mind throuo-h
unnatural tendentious actions. ^
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Ever}' kind of the religious world is devil's workshop
negatively.

It is wrong rather criminal and irresponsiblity. Con
sequently the personified body, mind and all possessions
must be negated ultimately. Otherwise such unnatural and
inferior workless humanism plus animalism on earth is
totally not more than zero. Because such unnatural
inferior mankind is lowest and worst of the natural

inferior animalism, exploiting and misusing the organic
limbs mentally, sensationally and physicallv generation
after generation.

Such religion-world's Grandfather, (Adam) did not
obey the order to touch the prohibited "wlieat tree" and
he was sentenced to go hell and his descendcnts have been
beating this path ignorantly. The hell, prohibited wheat-
tree and paradise have the spiritual meaning, not the
outward terms. A grain of the wheat plant is naturally
vaginalike and has the masculion's quality also. Hell
means the hell state of mind and paradise means changless
tranquility and worriless quietitude. Return to paradise
means to achieve again tranquilit\- and immortalization by
repentance practically, not ceremoniously, having the
same inherit record of misdeeds in the mind and sub-mind.

To become vegetarian is not a crime or sin nor to
dine the corn-bread is prohibitable. But to become meaty
is spirititnallv an inexcusable and inhuman sin and crime.
Because the actualized man is a Superior Speceimen and
Image hasn't got naturally the teeth, hands, feet, jaws,
stomach and other sensational organic system of the
physical body like the natural meat-eater inferior speci
mens of the elements. If such depressed quality of the
humanity misuses his Superior qualities and features.
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He himself is respondent.

Note ; Lord Christ wasn't meaty. When He be
came Awakener and Redeemer nor He was drunkard. His
ph5'sical daddj' was. Who was a Hebrew carpenter.

But his mummy (mother) wasn't drunkard nor meaty.
The spiritually against the direct Reality of Christhood,
the Christian-vvoild is self-deceptive and rebellious to
drink and eat swine's meat. He misconceives his habitual
trend justified to keep on drinking wine and eating meat
imitatively.

Ihe llahammedan nation was also against the indirect
Reality of the last Messenger throughout centuries upto
the end of the last moonage.

BELOW NAVEL

Note :— The existent direct impersonal spirtual
system, Kingdom of last Ancient One's greatest Manifest
ation is ever victorious and the opposite and contrary,
inferior system togather with the different limited and
classified negative system is ever defeatist. Whys and

hows ? All questions are already solved for guidance
also in my booklets and books

But I revise the enlightened facts that were the natural
inferior creatures concern with sensuality below navel, the
portion of vagina and penis is naturaly. The ignorant
unnatural inferior mankind too is connected with the below

of navel, rather with the anus for the luxrious view

point unnaturally. This damned sexological system of
using vagina penis is also not disciplinary through natural
procedure from beginning up to this time. The last cycle
of the moonage is totally finished. Which was called
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"Din-e-Fitrat" for the Arabian mass-society founded by
indirect and impersonal kingdom of "God", not as the
Satanic religious term, Because all Messengers were the
Message-Bearers, not directly impersonal God. So from
first (Adam) to the last. Arabian Messenger, the indirect
prophethood is absolutely ended actually. All-in-all the
gravity of the earthly globes, it connected with the sexolo-
gical attraction below of the heavenly and celestial gravit
ation scientifically.

Consequently the gravity of earth is totallj* over
powered by the celestial gravit}'. So in religious-world's
satanic agency, negative links, processes and channels are
crooked minded calling down the curse upon them and arc
going down poisoning their mentality reversionarily. The
heatful "light" is not Heatless Light beyond of the skies.
The mosque builded by Mohammed himself was the Head
Quarter of the impersonal indirect Kingdom of God in order
to make trained Arabian masses mentally and spiritually.
But after a while it was inverted as the personified head
quarter in duration of the ended cycle (fourteen centuries).

HELL STATE OF MIND

If somebodies are misundtrstood the traditional
person revereds hypothetically by the ignorant masses. In
reality both are past-worshippers monoplists and their
instrumental sources are usually preoccupying fruitlessly.

Both are following the beaten pathlike maze and
decivers, sinful and criminal monopolization is leaking out.
The satans, demons and devils can't be exempted from
the penalty and punishment in the universalized and
unlimited Supreme Court of the Impersonal supreme
Justice, the Day of judgement is beginning and the Trumpet
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of Resurrection is going to be alarmed. Every kind of the
monopolization and "reverential fraud" must be abolished
responsively. Such masses and other various monopolists
are already in the hell state of mind generation after
generation.

HEATLESS LIGHT

The nell state of mind concerns and connected with
the influenced inherence of the body and mind, below of
the navel, vagma, penis and anus, the sexual tendency,
inhuman thoughts and feelings.

This lowest scale of consciousness is heatful fire and
It must not be conceived light. If it is light. It is
thoroughly heatful. And in the religion's term it is called
Satan, Demon and Devil. So such damned mankind is
already m the hell state of mind. Whether such sensuality
or luxrious activities are deceitfully settled unlawful or
religiously sanction. The different kinds of the heatful
light from natural inferior to mankind's sexology is

scientifically observed gravity of all earthly globes.

But the heavenly or celestial gravity, the heavenly
victorious than the defeatist inferior gravityof the earthly globes. The countless peoples, masses

- reality quite opposit; -
thev are b languages meaningfully becauset  y e hehsh with heatful sexuality of hell status.

I  defraud or cheat themselves and categoricalclass, B„,,hcyca„.,Ma.. Thay don't knoa, pcacSv
the tape,sonal and tap„.ial Omnipresent and S
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INNOCENCE

Commonly the innocence is thought according to the
physical ages and years. The mass-society who is mortal-
ized ostentatious, assumed, showy and ceremonious appar
ently considers the aged peoples saints, elders and vener
able with showy signs but having the age-worm tendentious
record of misdeeds inheritedly. The peoples who consider
them so, themselves are in the same categorical list.

But the real and actual innocence is beyond of the
external showy sight and tendency. The spiritualization
is above of the witty and pithy signification. A young
boy or girl or woman or man may be reversed, honoured
and the spiritualize aged persons are doubtlessly respect
fully honourable without a least of showy and ceremonial
action or outward rules and regulations and with the showy
beards and religious garment as Priestism, Mullahism or
Brahamanism or any kind of the religious sign of monopoly.

It concerns with one's mentality. He himself is what
as his mentality. If the mentality is limited, registered
and labeled to keep on following the beaten path ignorant-
ly. His knowledge, scholarship, talents or his literacy is
equalized with his co-religionists, companions, fellows
associates and contemporaries. The personified possessions
of body and mind are chips of the same block. They are
manlike swines, camels, cows, ox, sheep and goats etc of
the same flock, herd or assemblies.

A child who is considered innocent is also a reflection
of only his daddy. But he also has all inherentence of
his forefathers sociologically.

The nourishing, breading, supporting, educating,
training and his surrounding and enviornment in the
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society makes and moulds him as a chip of the same
tiDsurd block.

It depends upon the constitutional and sociological
sys mes. So much children are not innocent psychologically
an spiritually. Because the tree is recognized by fruits,
uc bitter fruits and the tree are similar. So such tree
^ plants are able to uproot for the reconstruction of the

eavenly Garden (Universe). We want innocuous and
superior Humankind Superior than "angelic" Human-
society on earth.

COiNTRITION

Inspite of being worshipping dead-past personifyingly,
the rebillious, artificial, incurred and inflicted religious
nationalities are severely influenced through disused out
of-date, obsolete, and deleted foot-prints of their degraded
and declined forefathers imitatively. And are going to
be entraped by the monopolists alongwith the unfortunate
and absorbed ruling class usually.

All kinds of the dead artificial past's systems are basic
ally finished, Those inhuman sociological systems were
backed and supported by the entirely wrong and inhuman
syrtems of mads. Who were being considered the real
God-intoxicated and absorbed souls, the representatives of
the mentioned above mass-societies attached with the
different kinds of the worship-places, mosques, the agencies
of the inverted personified head quarter Mecca and
Madina, temples, etc.

And the Past's system was concerned with the different
communals and religions. But basically all such parts and
portions were composed of ignorance, separate from the real
impersonal and universal Centralized Oneness of One
directy or indirecty in the ended duration period of the
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real cycle of age.

Such dispersed limbs of the human-body or the mem
bers of the societies have been discharging their "duties"
territorialy, locally, nationally and communalwise.

For instance in every localities their duty system was
according to the difterent worship-places, police stations &
to other various heads of the departments alongvvith their
departmental system sociologically, and false hea so
government or artificial central governors and governments.
Still such totally obsolete and deleted system's effects and
signs are seen in such absurd society.

WAYFARER

1 have exposed that all kinds of the mental
ment concerns with the unreal past-worshipping
and it is the very fundamental cause of the menta isea^, _
The E.C.T. injenctions or other medical treatment-
incurable and useless for the diseases.

If you want to know about the mental
reality of the spirituality, and all kinds of absorp
concentration, ̂ °«ology psy^cWogy
rntitleT" WayTare°r'° edited by my friend
William Donkin for your more guidance in sue is

The immaturity of the consciousness is not to become
mature physically and outwardly against the
procedure. So regarding this enlightened act the body
may be healthy if the mind is healthy and if the
healthy, it can be united with celestial Oneness practica ly.
I (Oneness) already make you the superior human in

If your mind is limited, registered, labeled, restricted.
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bounded and is arrested by your own made bondages of
the ignorance in the view-point of scientific Self-know
ledge. Your body's inferiority is lower and lowest than
the natural inferior creatures. In reality you are individ
ually, commonly, nationally or communally enslaved
prisoners and captives. You are getting tit for tat reaction-
arily and retaliatorily.

The actualized and real contrition doesn't concern

with the repetition religiously. That is not repentence.
It is only a self-deception.

The celestial globes inclusion of the earthly globes are
One Unit universally and limitlessly, the direct and imper
sonal Our Mission is Universal Brotherhood.

The books arn't printed, published and dispatched

freiS of cast. Please feel your responsibility to become

superior than satanism. Control yourself. Do not add

more and more manlike demons and devils on the earth.

The Superiority demands mastery over selfishness and
sensuality to become impotent or to obtain the impotence
is not superiorit}'.

'But the Practical Realization by complete negation
of body, mind and possessions is naturalized Superiority.
Because the impotents and the showy cellibates have the
same body and mind's heredity through thoughts, feelings,
inclinations, doings, actions, psychology with eyes, hands,
feet, brain and'all senses. How can they become superior ?

Lord Christ wasn't selfish and ritualist nor sensualist
and impotent. Hp had a firm grasp and possession of His
body, mind and possession after the complete negation.
He wasn't attached with the natural navel's inferiority of
the elemental creature's instinctions, below of navel,
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between two legs. He was not as the sensualist and com
munal Christians, ignorant nation. He was impersonal ■
direct Godman not satan as His numerous disqualified so- 1/
called nation not indirect Impersonal Messengers concerned
with the natural inferiority of the ethereal creatures and
not religious as the most disgusted and declined
Mohammedanism, the artificial Islam.

PRACTICAL PROOF

It has been practically proved through Practical
Realization spiritually and psychologically that to go on
following the beaten mazelike paths with worship-places
can't make the humanity superior being nor the
negative manners are able to make sinless and crimeless.|
Rather such tendentious clinging and grasping tighten
habits become the cause of increasing, breeding and
reproducing the records of misdeeds certainly. Apparently
manifested and visible, ungraceful and awkward features
and notorious qualities are the practical proof that the
religionist-world is evidentially stumbling & hellish world.
Physically where I (united wirh the Union of Oneness) am
is a clumsy and impure land collectively. Neither here
is respect of Humanity nor mankind anthropologically and
evolutively except satanic, demonic and devilish religion
ism and the religionists, ignorantly and haughtily say our
artificial Islam is not an "ism". Yes it is loaferism personi
fied goondaism & Mohammedanism, the Messenger-worship,
monarchical system throughout the ended durati-period.

The superiority of Humanity is beautifully distinctive
than the mankind \ylao makes a show of mere unreal exter
nal beautification hypocritically ■ and hasn t got interior
beauty with exterior. So the religious masses, entraped
by monopolists are odious and ugly whether they heav
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outward seemingly or not. Such mass-category is
beauty-worship lor the sake of quenching the burning
feeling of the sexual-hunger through sodomy, luxury,
buggery, adultry, masturbation and homosexuality etc
alongwith the misusing film-industry, pen, paper and
printing press by romantic literatures, brothel and eunuch
markets by mean of external eye-sight, hearing of ears
walking of feet, doing of hands sensitively in such satanic
mass-society. These inhuman odium is misunderstood
beauty or beautious. No doubt Embodiment of Imper.sonal
and unlimited Truth is Unique Beauty and the whole His
specimen symbol and image must be beautiful externally
and internally in the view-points of beautiful character,
beautiful arts, beautiful deed, beautiful deelings, beautiful
qualities and features evolutionarily.

The hue-ideal to become beautified is described spiritu
ally not psychologically in the mentioned topic, if
your mentality, mind and sub-mind is not beautiful your
physical body is ugly and idious internally and externally
inspite of the showy and outward standard of the beauty-
worship ignorantly and only for the sexuality. The purity
of the showy and clumsy features, qualities and dress is
hypocrisy without the purification of impurity of the
intrinsic consciousness.

So the abstinence and preventive adaptation itself is
a curative remedy to make beautiful and attractive in the
real Human-society.

PROPERTY HOLDING

(Artificial Godhood)

1 have winked in my publication "Key to success.
Explanatory note-book of the evolutive eternal Truth,"
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identically that "the Arabian personified rulers were in
direct and artificial or looters, killers and usurpers for the
personal interest, rebellions and insurgents, of not real
Islam, the peace-mission of all impersonal Messengers,
which' was made communalistic peacelessness religiously
propagated by sword with inverted fresh might after a
little period of impersonal and indirect kingdom of God in
Arabia realistically.

I revise it with repetition clearly for the guidance
that after a while spiritually two sections were made
spacelessly. One was connected with the spiritualized
svstem of the Reality of last Messenger and the n^t was
again into the new personified religious system. Because
before the Manifestation of the last Arabic Messenger m
all world was the same retrogressive monarchical, tribal
and imperial system backing by the secGonal and negative
system. So aiongwith the Arabian society it was trans
figured again by the fresh religionistic power to the
terminated duration of the passed cycle of age consistent y.
14 centruies according to the Arabian era. Now it is the
beginning neriod of the last cycle of Age directly and
universally. If the Arabian indirect cycle of age remained
unconverted by the promulgaters as impersonal indi^ct
Kingdom of impersonal God in Arabia. At present Arabian
naturally were able to unite with the present system of
the direct Impersonal Humanitarianism plus Unitananism.
the direct kingdom of God or Divine Communism on the
whole earth.

I have exposed that the comparative system was be
longed to the personal monopolization including the here-
ditar\' personified monarchy etc.

Consequently the system of supporting the system of
the worst admonitory obsequious class was misconceived
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"reverential" and the masses are still kept in the artifi
ciality by the punishable, dogmatic and inhuman mono
polists through the ignorant "pastworship" ruling class
imprudently.

y  Only the real Qalandar's (man-God) spiritualized were
the Members of the impersonal Oneness indirectly and im-
personaly. But the grave-worshippers are inviting the
tortur.e^nd punishment reactionarily and calamitiously.

STUNT

riiave iaiready explicated the basic facts in the recent
publication. That the past worshiping is a sin and un-
excusable crime scientifically. The artificial complexitv
is harnafuf, the instrumental source of exploiting the
masses in the name of complex religious, communal and
classified "personal God".. The real and impersonal ideolo
gical God's past has been the also evolutionarily and revolu-
tionarily unlimited as the naturalized urges and' hieeds of
that positive time.

Everj' thing of the celestial and earthly globes has been
changed. Because celestialistic world alongwith the ethe
real earthly world goes, ,on changing naturally. I have
described that the evolution and revolution of consciousness
goes upwardly hand in hand to the universalized Goal.

1 have leaked oht that why the history-sheet of the
bloody and damned religion world is a mere stiint ? If the
•pearls' arn't recognisable by the inferior .than the natural
swines. It is their own ungovernable fault.

RELIGIOUS COMMANDMENTS

I have exposed in the books that all kinds of the
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communalistic religious world is anomalously made of the
sexual tendentious deception and dreamy castigation satani-
cally. Only for the sake of keeping disguised the personal
imperialistic conspiracy against all masses bounded in the
knotty religious snares. But the servile features are ex
posed in the whole mass-society contracted by the mono
polists alongwith the negative and unreal ruling class
fruitlessly.

Such self-castigative morality and commandments
good or evil, prayers, charity and alms are fruitlessly
nothing more than to keep on deceiving yourselves. The
despondent and weary ignorant persons and peoples don't
know practically that the entirely out of date, obsolete,
deleted frailty of the artificial, deep-rooted ceremoneous
and inherited ignorance isn't a curative remedy of their all
different kinds of the mental, psychological and physical
hereditary influenced and infectious diseases.

CLASS STRUGGLE

The class-struggle or classification concerns with per
sonifying Satanic religion-world. The disgusted and befool
ing system evidentially proves their irrefutable remnant.s
with a glance.

The true and direct source of remission is to fulfill the
basic Aim of life and creation of the universe. Ihe leal and
irrelgious Day of Judgement is beginning timelessly and
spacelessly. The religious world'.s meaningless belief is
anomalous." Such kinds of the self-decptive "moralists"
"morality" and moralizatiuii is mere showy, ceremoneous
hvpocritically, when the basic impersonal Foundation.
Stone had been reverted down communally and personally.
The so-called virtuous doings, life and activities are quite
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deceptive inconsistently.

All ethical principles are a mere political conspiracj^ a
swampy stunt keeping such mentality down to down. Now
it is the beginning period of the Direct Last Cycle of Age,
not the impending religious "belief". It isn't the imper-
ceptibility.

Grace is already showering mind to mind and heart to
heart. The impenetratability is a fault of your stony,
filthy, thorny and rusty mind and heart's knotty unnatural
mentality.

I have stressed it many times that all earthly and
Celestial globes are in realtity One Unit or Our Oneness
system 6n earth impersonally and limitlessly. The whole
unit's organized factors, bits, organs, parts and piecies
from earth to sky, from moons to stars, planets and sun
naturally and impersonally are busy to discharge duties
miraculously and automatically. This is a naturalized work
shop. If the religious world's every kind of the class struggle
is backing to be torn bits of the impersonal and univer
salized Machinary. It is a joint sin and crime of this damn
religious world unexcusably. Because they are religiously
hellish, satanically "over-clever" ignorants mentally.

SCIENTIFIC NATURALIZATION

The world on the earthly globe is natural inferior
than celestial, the superior natural globe. The both
globes have different and contrary gravitation compara
tively inspite of Oneness of Soul and Over Soul Spritually.
I have implicated the basic cause of this difference in
"Key to sucess. Explanatory not-book of the evolutive
eternal Truth". Therefore here I don't want to prolong
it. Briefly it must be borne in the mind that the inferior
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ehereal natural numerous creatu es are naturalized,
naturalists or naturists. The elements-qualities and
features are natural. The nature, supreme nature, perfect
Nature, and the Universalized Oneness of the Supreme Per
fect Nature is the natural system. The Universe and the

creature are natural,- All system is impersonal without a
least of registeration., limitation and invidualized owner
ship.

Consequently Ancient One is embodied natural and
His Unique Manifestiation (indirect or direct) is natural
ized impersonally. I have explained it minutely in the ̂
above mentioned book that why the Ancient One was

naturally Manifested perpetually after the end of every
Cycle of Age evolutionarily. the same One with different
names and forms. Otherwise We were/are bodyless, mind
less, nameless and beyond of beyond. Ihe fundamental
(auses is that Our Soul is in all globes, from earths to
skies is a continuance of the same link. But unfortunately

past-worshipper and ignorant mankind claims to personify
as property holder ''god". This term has many termino
logies in religious languages and all are in reality mean-
inglessly being exploited.

Such mankind suffers due to his actions, reactions,
cause and effects naturall}-. The mankind manifested oi
came into existance naturally through the natural law of
evolution from animal kind to tailless and two leged
animalism. Because in the beginingless of beginning the
one kingdom to another step by step went to be evolution-
ized gradually. At last in the last superior kingdom of
animals a particular natural imagery kind transmigrated
as a mankind having tne all elements and senses or mental
faculty in the body and mind. But his mentality was
not perfect superior image.
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O ! readers ! ! if you have got capacity to lind out the
impersdnal evolutive Truth. Search out and don't waste
the earthly life self-desceptively ! Why the unlucky man
kind's body and mind is not naturalized evolulionizedly ?
Why the possessions are unnaturally inferior than his
ancient inferior imagery but naturally.

Who he has made Our Superior and perfect nature's
Image (yourselves), a personified or idolized idiotically ?
Is the personification and worshipping of the dead past
is Superiority of Humanism ? Why the image of the Satanic
"god", the unnatural inferiority is misunderstood "faith" ?

The real naturists and naturalists are those who are

with Me in humanitarianism plus Unitarianism, divine Com
munism or Humanism practically. The Supreme, Imper
sonal and limitless Reality is naturally true and everything
else is unnaturally illusion and satanic egotism.

The religion, communalism and their idealogies,
dogmas, ritgal ordinances are unnatural disused and crafty
business. The natural proficiency is only superior.

Commonly and communall}' the masses of the religious
■ world are suffering from the deep-rooted unnaturism
(ignorance) generation after generation choranicallv. f
have penned the mentioned deseases, diagnosis and their

curative treatment scientifically. I am apparently in the

world, which is limited, bounded and registered physically

geographically and religiously or unnaturally. But evoluti-

vely I am celestially on the limitless earth. My mother-

land is unlimited an:! I keenlv want to transfer it celestial

svstem on earth. This is the only universalized peace-

y Mission ordained by Impersonal Saib Asmi directly.
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URGENCY

The real possessor of the right to intercede and excuse
the sinners impartially is authoritativel}' concerns witli

the written above enlightened and irrefutable facts. Other
wise the advocacy and intercession of religious "belief" of
the absolution is practicallv and obviously meaningless and
this conventional and inherited idealogy is usually a mere
instrumental source of exploiting and misconceiving them
selves for prolonging the record of misdeeds stupidly.

"DAJJ.A.L" is an Arabic word, which in religious
terminology means the self-deceived and deceivers. Such
regretful peoples have only an eye belonging to the mere
showy, outward and external sight with the lenghty record
of misdeeds deprival of the heavenly wisdom and inner and
insight. They havn't glanced themselves inwardly and are
habitual to look straws in other's eyes and are unable to
glance beams in their own eyes. The basic cause of their in-
iluences and hereditary ignorance is that the "DAJJALS"
liave no capacity to distinguish and recognise the Reality
among unreals throughout generation after generation. So
thev are proving themselves "DAJJALS" at present also

having not the practical knowledge of identification and
recognition to distinguish the universal and impersonal
Benefactor of the humanity and are usually giving proof
of their inherent ungratefulness regardlessly.

Thus said Jesus Christ "Let him who is without sm
among you be the first to throw a stone". This striking
quotation is applicable on the religious world even toda\'.
Who is still going oh undertaking the obsolete and disused
I ornirninal juristical, the trodden path retrogressively.

(Impersonal Saib Asmi)
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INFERIOR LIFE

The mere natural earthly life is attached with the
body, mind and the body and mind are composed of the
natural inferior senses and etherealized elements. Accord
ingly from minerals to the animals all kinds and specimens
have been developing by evolutional process naturally.
Consequently the earthly life is evolutionist. But this life
is a mere inferior containing the natural evolutionary
consciousness plus sexology of below navel i.e. vagina and
penis, differently natural intercourse.

AGAINST INFERIOR LIFE

But the mankind who misuses his organic body with
his responsible mind is inferior than above mentioned.
Because the mankind is superior creature. Provided he

realizes the enlightened fact. The humanity in reality is
heavenly creature on earth beyond of agonized body, mind
and possessions.

'T and my F. ther are One" (Jesus Christ).

The penned above celestial fact's meanings are beyond
of the physical artificial and fictitious heredity, personified
monarchy and genealogical satanic system (son of so and
so) Lord Christ's physical daddy whoever was. But the
impersonal Father was is Over Soul with whom He is united
as immortalized Oneness.

Similarly underpenned impersonal, unlimited Asmi's
physical daddy whoever was. But heavenly and Imper
sonal Father is Embodied Over Soul, Godman highest of the
high, Meher Baba. Both are universally One, The real
Temple or Abode is Heart of the universalized Humanity.
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These few words arc suffice for the wise. I have not penned
it pretextioush", as anti-Christ, Dajjals (deceivers) do.

POPEISM

The communalistic religious monopolization is an
ancient conspiratorial political or satanic policy for the sake

of disguising the personified monarchical constitutional
system backing by the grass-worshippers, so-called
"reverential system". I have leaked out spiritually that
the last impersonal Deputy of impersonal God's Din-e-
Fitrat' (Manifesto) of the natural inferiority, below navel
was for the gradual mental training of the Arabian masses
and was not transformed against nature, the complex of
the different jurisprudence limitedly, communaly and
intricatedly.

The primitive conspiratorial and confidential activities
were begun after the death of the last Arabic Messenger
in a separated mosque namely Zarrar. Where the Mullahism
was the Tmamat" of such party. Afterwards the first
"founder" of the personal and communal kingdom was
Yazid, which was the headquarter of the last Deputy of
God for the gradual mental training of Arabian masses
became headquarter of the personal monarchism system
atically. Whatever is penned. It is as a preface of the
topic. Otherwise all kinds of such topics are exposed
implicitly in the book "Key to Success"

I mean to say that the communalistic conspiratorial
satanic system is an intiquated opposition against Truth'
promulgation evolutionarily.

According to the evolutional law of process where the

consciouneess has been also changed and many proverbs

have been naturally deleted. For example "it is hard to
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reside in Rome and quarrel with Pope". Because in the
present time the countless peoples know that Popeism or
Popeism, MuIIahism, Brahamanism or every communalism's
monopolization is doubtlessly against the impersonal,
universalized, and limitless centralized Truth. Conse

quently it is not hard at all to reside in the Rome. But
it is easier to uproot every kind of the Popeism in order to
reside in every kind of Rome peacefully. All kinds of the
violation depends on the hereditary ignorance, the ignor
ance is itself a camoufluged snare and do not be remain
ensnared.

I'

FICTIOUS BHARAT

All communalistic religion-world is against the direct
and universal constitutional system of the Humanitarian-
ism plus Unitarianism, the real and divine scientific
communism, quite purified from every kind of the impurity
of the communalism. But it is regretable that the Bharat
of the Artificial Mahatama-worshipers and rebellions of
Godman, Highest of the high, impersonal and unlimited
heavenly commandment on earth is usually enlisted in the
same disgusted category from nearly one thousand and five
hundred years, suffering from scores of agonized,
chronological, mental, psychological, physical, constitu-
ional and. sociological diseases individually, commonly,
communally and nationally.

Why in such inhuman Bharat also the communal riots
have been occuring after partition, what the most-exem-
plarv.lesson,has been teaching ? Bharat was made.parted
by the artificial Mahatamaism alongwith the communal
masses. What was the basic cause and effect of the parti-
tion.y It'is'not divided by the Ex-Britain Government.
Do hot' tfy t'o pick hble ih others' nose. Seek ybur own
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faults. The artificial Bharat is "imitiating" the failure in
Britians' constitutional and electoral sj'stem. Because
such Satanic ruling class is entirely incapacious to make
the mentality of the masses trained in accordance with
the living present cycle of Age evolutionarily.

ARABIA AND IRAN

Whatever I have come to know through practical real
ization is only for the sake of guidance. Though the
repetition of the exposure of the direct spiritualized facts
requires a lengthy explanatory composition. But 1 do not
waste my time and tide to keep on penning fluently. Where
I am physically, the ancient proverb applies "the darkness
prevails at lamp's base". It is above of atomic energatic
age. It is another thing that here in the antiquated
feudalistic sociological system even the electric energy is
incompleteh? works. So the lamps are not used commonly
as holding oil.

The electric bulbs' base is not darknened. But here

when the mass-society is usually' victimized as the
worshipper of the dead past. The proverb suits here.

IRAN

It is heavenly clear as sun that spiritually even the
real and indirect duration period of the last moonage is ,
totally finished. So the artificial "Islam" "Imamat"
"Kilafat", communalistic personal monarchical system is
about to be obliterated naturally. The Ali's spiritual
impersonal system is ended and has been dissolved in Our
Heavenly system on earth.

I have exposed that in the past in Arabia the system
was transfigured after a while artificially. ...Similarly also in
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Iran "personified imperialism" remained communally
through centuries.

Still the environment, surrounding, conditions, syste
matic sociological society is same. The feudalism and
capitalism Is same. The communalism is same. The prosti
tute, eunuch markets are same. The castes and creeds-class
distinction is same. This change was counter revolution
and it was also inexcusable sin and crime in the Court
of Universal Judgement alongwith the Saudi Arabia-Dujjals
personal satanic government. Rather the grave situation
has been retrogressed more than before the Pehlvi imperi
alism.

THE MAIN BASIC CAUSE

1. Arabic is only communalistic religious language
Geographically the Iranian mother-tongue is Persian
naturally. The Arabic language is no more than an tactical
source for misusing and exploiting the Mohammaden masses.

2. The personal monarchy and imperialism is against
impersonal Truth. And this is impersonal direct age.

3. To disregard the Reality, the mere slogan and
clamour against the imperialism and monarchy and to keep
on conspiratorial compromising with the monaichical
system of Arabia conventionally and religiously is a sinful
crime expediently.

4. The Mullaism of any communal system is funda
mentally insurgence of Humanism.

5. To imprison the embassies as hostages is entirely
unlawful in every view points. This is but a demoralization
evidently.

6. The damnfools misconceive every kind of the
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' reactionary change Revolution. The alternation and removal
has'the negative and positive qualities or kinds and both are

■ considered change and removal. But to find out the reality
• requires the practical knowledge according to the cause and
effect positively alongwith the evolution and revolution of
the naturalized superior mentality. Similarly the historical

'■world is concerns with the negative and inferior ancient
. time.

The intense violence and violation of the artificial
"Islam" or communalist Mullahism is acutely inhumanistic

;  in Iran and Arabia. Its retrogressive reactionism of
• causative and effective consequence is bloodshed of

Mohamedan nation totally with the end of all communalism
• of the world's population having the infectious camel's
> qualities but satanic features is destroyable.

At present too there are Saudi Arab and Iran two
centres of the artificial communalism. Both are the caus
ative base of the declination of the mimicked nation

I mentally. The petroleum is not the touchstone or standard
of the real greatness, the personified property. Because

■ the petroleum's wells and provisions are calling to be burnt
suddenly and the earth will be "blazing bronze" at once.
No one can rescue from the present beginning period of the

^ Day of Judgement.

The basic sin or crime of the "Emperor" Arya Meher
was that he was incapable to look into the futurity

: prudently. His assigned duty to rule was first abolition
of the "Mullahism" with all kinds of the personified socio
logical system constituted with the disgusted feudual system
Why he did not train the mass-society according to the
evolutional procedure ? This is the only his sin and fault.
The very Mullahism basically caused to giveup the throne.
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he promised with me in the Changa Manga woods, where i
was secladed at that time as a protest against society.
He came along his queen for the "honeym'^on". He
promised with me with folded-hands that he will act upon

my words to change his Imperial Rule into an impersonal
emperor Arya Meher. Because he knew that the son, prince
was granted bounteously by Me. When after the marriage
with Farah Bano astrologers of the world foretold that this
marriage will also be the approval of the deprival of male-
issue. The news about granting him the prince was also
sent for publishing in a Lahore's Daily (Imroze) But the
News Editors insulted me to publish it by writing Saib Asmi
the astrologer. Because in such satanic society it is the
Satanic instinct to insult me any how. They can't recognize
me significantly.

EMPEROR ARYA MEHER

What was the situation of Iran before Pehlvi personified
imperialism and what were the heavenly words to Raza
Shah Kabir about the impersonal administration ? When
/ attended Lord Meher Baba with tearful eyes and related

the most critical disorder situation of Iran. Lord Listened

his adversity of Persia and gave superficial consolation
him. He gestured that to serve the country is a good thing.
But to serve the whole humanity is a best function imper
sonally.

Lord backed him soothingly and granted him imper
sonal Imperialism graciously. The impersonal direct
Emperor Godman, Highest of the high merciful grant was not
personified, limited and registered. Raza's son Arya Mehr
was not capable to administrate accordingly. If he is ready

I  to beg apology practically. I am already merciful and he
•  may be excused through Me. Again he must attend me
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straight forwardly for attainment of the ultimate Aim
insistently.

FIRE-WORSHIP

About the fire-worship and the fire-temple the affirmed

and positive historical facts are already described in the
recently published book. Here I want to pen more expla
natory notes. The fire-temple is below of the navel portion
of the body composed of the personified satanic or negative
qualities the greed, anger and lust etc. The sexuality,
selfishness and sensuality is fire-worship. Everyone can
fudge that this categorical masses are flinging int fire, the
different kinds of the communalistic juri-sprudence has made
the unatural inferiority sanction or unsanction forbidden or
lawful religiously. But the sensuality is after all sensuality
in heavenly view-point.

Here I warn "Zorastrians" especially that to worship

fire is not the commandment of Zoraster direct YaEdanman.

The fire concerns with Ahraman, Satan, the "fire god". You
have been worshipping Satan, Demon and Devil. Zoraster
oftenly had the handful live coals only for your Guidance.
That the fire is nothing at all. Because you were before
Zoraster's Manifestation fire-wirshippers. Lord Zoraster was
slaughtered by the Parsi's monopolists. In ancient time
Alexander, the selected dear impersonal devotes of direct
Prophet Aristotle after the defeating the emperor Dara, the
personified guardian and trustee of the fire-worshippers of
Iran extinguished and demolished fire-temples. The wisdom
produced: by the false egoism is satanic or negative and the
wisdom connected with the heavenly Superiority is affir
mative and Supreme Positive. Why are you striking fire
exceedingly ? Don't be hot-tempered 1 The inflammation is
dehumanization. Now give up such satanic informity.
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ANCIENT ONE

Ancient One's means eternal and imrfersonal Truth in
different "religious" terminology His names are different.
His Manifestation is in the form of a bfeing and the mani
festation was depended on the cycles of/ages in accordance
with the different beginning and ending periods consistent

. of seven hundred years and fourteen»years, the duration
^ I peridd of every cycle of age according to the real urges and

• nedds evolutionklly.

The massage-bearers Messengers and Avatars imperson

al, were Ancient One's Embodiment. But Messengers were
■indirect and Avatars were direct same Ancient One. This
Serial was natural. The Truth is impersonally One, the
naturalized Serial was also One, Over Soul with Soul is One.
Ancient One's completion concerns with His Manifestation's
agef by age and evolution by evolution.

The serial of the indirect Messengers was Manifested
according to the evolutional mentality and urges of time to
time and age to age. Therefore the Truth's application was
not completed. They were perfect accordingly, imperfect
after the ending of the each duration. Some were Insan-e-
Kamil, some were Akmal and the direct Godman, Highest
of thehigh. Avatar, Ancient One's Manifestation is Mukam-
mal. He is Insan-e-Mukammal. The names in the real past
were all His names. Whether He was manifested as Rasools
indirectly or as Avatars directly.

^ Why the worshipping of the dead : past is infernal
and Satanic ? Everyone if his mentalityis unfortunately
infertile or he wants the infertility fertile. He must check
himself impartially. Don't be tyranized himself! ̂ The begin
nings duration period of the Day of Judgement i has come
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ultimately. The inhospitable ingratitude is a way.of being,
hellish.

VIOLENCE AND NON-VIOLENCE.

What is violence and non-violence and what is the

distinctive difference between real and unreal violence and
non-violence? It requires Practical Realization through-
scientific Self-knowledge about body, mind, possessions
and Soul and Over Soul. Because without the complete
negation of body, mind, and possessions,- the complete
affirmation can't be achieved. The complete affirmation is
Union with Soul and Ovter Soul, Universalized Oneness.
So without Practical Realization no one can judge or dist
inguish "W^ho is real or unreal, who is real IVIahatama and
what is the spiritualized definition of the Reality of Christ,
or Mahatama and why the Mohammedan masses, mono
polists and such administrators are mere artificial

After all I am guiding you impersonally that the non
violence means don't annoy and torment violentl},. lhi.^
prohibtion and abstinence is for the natural creatures of
the thrice kingdoms. Because the same One Soul with
different natural sinless mentality IS in them. The actu
alized Superior Humanity is eternally.respected by them.
Whether they are lions or snakes etc. and it is my experi
mental fact. To control yourself, to administrate, rule
;md overcome yourself means to negate your false
egotism..

But the real . and divine violence is spiritual. Conse
quently to fight for the impersonal divine cause and to
uproot and wipe out all negative channels, links, processes
alongwith their co leagueres is not violence. The negative
force, might and power is finite. Ihe Infinite is over
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victorious. To prey & to ensnare is sin violently. Becatise
they are already subject to the supeiior humanity in the
woods and forests etc.

According to the superior Completion the natural
inferior creatures hasn't human-kind's relationship
fathers, brothers, and mothers etc physically, mentally and
psychologically nor their urine and dung are divine and
sacred. Rather it is better to abstain from eating meat.
Because to become meaty is an invitation to undertake
their qualities infectiously. To wipe out the menlike satans
by Infinite Power isn't violence or aggression and contrarily
to compromize with the negative finite power alongwith its
co-leagures is a mere artificiality and conspiratorial hypO"
crisy.

SUPERIORITY

The artificial and unnatural superiority compounded
of the irreeposible and inflamed mentality compound of the
falsified satanic qualities and communalistic features is
against not only the natural Superior creature but opponent
of the natural inferior innumerable creatures. The real
Superiority is not limited and registered. Because the
evolutionised superiority of the impersonal Truth concerns
with the cycle-to cycle, age to age, time to time, degree to
degree, urges to urges and need to need analytically.

The egotism of the personified individuality and com-
munalism is not real superiority. Every kind of the un-
naturaj. and untrained mass-society is not real democracy
nor ev^ery kind of the property-holder's constitutional and
personal dictatorial system is democratically superior.
Then how can the age-worn tendentious ignorant mass-
society be transmigrated Superior ? The ripen time has
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the voluminous blooks are ineffective. The true and uni
versal Spiritual system is real Superiority and the •'religious-
spiritual" system is still only negative artificial opposition
comparatively.

STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE

About written above topic, the some brief notes are
also penned in the recently published book explanatorily.
But at present I want to implicate some facts connectedly.

The struggle for existence concerning with the scores
of the natural ethereal inferior creatures are natural. Conse
quently the weakness and infirmity is a basic cause natural
ly. The minerals are inferior than vegetables and vege
tables are inferior than animal-kind. Every kind of the
minerals are also superior than others. Similarly every-
kind and specimen of the thrice kingdoms is gradually and
according to the degrees are superior than others. This
means all kinds and specimens have the natural strenuous
efforts for existence actively.

So to get the better rank and to obtain the masterj'
over the weak, low, lower and lowest kinds is a natural,
climax.

MANKIND

But the mankind's struggle for existence concerns with
different points analytically. Because either his struggle is
classically, communaly, religiously, dogmatically or bases
upon the clear deprival of Ultimate Aim of life and creation
of the Universe. His struggle is opposition of the- evolu
tionary and revolutionary Law of the Supermost Perfect
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Nature retrogressively. His so-called mastery or over
weening is based on the haughtiness and falsification
unnaturally, against the naturalized inagnificience grandiur
of impersonal Truth. It requires a lengthy and detailed
book to express the meaning explicitly. But according to
the proverb A word may suffice to the wise persons". I
stop to pen further with the words that existence suits the
Reality and real struggle to obliterate all kinds, of the
illusionism for becoming Truth heavenly.

The brevity is that the mankind is mentally and res-
ponsiblly a natural Superior creature. The Superiority is
not imitatively limited. Because according to the evolution
and revolution of consciousness, the naturalized and revo
lutionised Superiority is being realized practically and
promulgatively applied on the mass-society. The ethereal
creature is natural inferior and the Humanity is natural
superior degree to degree and rank to rank evolutionarily.

THE AFFIRMATIVE POINTS

I. To queue up for the arrangement in the series is a
good disciplinery system, if it is positively based upon the
superior evolution and revolution of consciousness. Because
to isregard and ignore the real proficiency apptitude and
merit is inhuman.

II. Kvery kind of the constitutional, sociological and
a ministrative systems are basically defective. If they arc
on the whole is personified hereditary or in clear word
satanically.

HI. It is afiinnative fact that all kinds of the religion
ism or communalism is an ancient conspiracy against im
personal and evolutive Truth. But the characterless, ignor-
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ants and ■ criminals or sinners who through the mere "pro
gressive" idealogically say such heavenly facts are also
enlisted in the cruels and ignorants of the religion-world.
Who have been making the absurd satanio qualities "sanc
tion" or "unsanction" through so-called jurisprudence
imprudently.

IV. By the tactical sources of communalism or so-
called "communism" to misguide the mass-society is an
inexcusable crime or sin. The real sanctity is real Com
munism on the Earth.

NEXT WORLD (Life after Death)

This typical topic has been implicated in the recent
publication itemisedly. This is the subject which concerns
with the same ancient religious nations.; Who were also
exploited by the religious monopolists by making them
tools against the impersonal and limitless Reality through
awful source about next world, hell and second life. The
bloody bastard terrors themselves are hellish, satans,
demons and devils. But the masses, the damned fools
inonopololist and their reflective governments altogether
were in the same categorical list. For example the ancient
Kgyption religious Pharoah's (title of the Egyption kings)
ruling hereditary nation, monopolists and the mass-society
were also ensnared in the creed of the next world and
second life. They were also burried under ground in the
form of graves and tombs after mumifying the corpses
alongwith all things, they, used in the earthly' life.

The Pyramids in Egypt were the royal graveyard of
the Egyptian monarchical system. Which is enlisted in
the "wonders" stupidly. They were all grave worshippers
exercised prayers dogmatically. But their so called
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devotion and prayer, etc. were nothing more than a self-
deception. In the presence of the prophet Moses all kinds
of the ceremonial character were the same mania as to
day's religious world. The overweening pride of such
world is ever defeatist. The Egyptian nation was the
impersonal royal nation in the beginning period of that
ancient time. But afterwards he became personified
monarchical and classical nation communalistically.

I mean to pen that the traditional creed of next
world, second life after death's meaninglessness has been
becoming the basic cause of the declination and demolition.
Because the salvation and the achievement of ultimate
Aim of life and creation of the universe is in the same
earthly life. All worlds are here in the apparent earthly
world.

But in the view-points of the common psychology and
as a real publicist, I revise the fact that the basic fault of
the mass-society is monopolization and the monoplization
is an ancient tool and a tactical source of the disf^usted
governmental system. ^

Such fraud is an antique religious political attack dis
guised in communalism.

INDEPENDENCE

The real, limitless and impersonal Independence
depends on the Humanitarianism plus Unitarianism.
Because the universalized equalibrium of the mentality
jiius heavenly wisdom is the actualized curable remedy is
only Peace Mission of the whole humanity in the world.
The every kind of the limited, idealogical, restricted,
bounded and differentiated independence is a mere foolish
and idiot thought or talk individually and nationally.
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Even the natural or geographical independence is also
becoming unlimited gradually. And the so-callcd un.
natural communal religious independence is absolutely
criminal inhumanit}' and intolerable.

Why a person was invested with power who becomes
nuisance like his substitute of bj'gone. 1 he past is dead
let it be burried !

PRECAUTION

The religious-world is scattered miscellaneously out
agree to claim that the whole universe of "skies and earths
are God's creation in spite of its ancient tendentious per
sonifying ignorance reflected in all monopolized mass-
society.

I ask the religious world rebukingly "Your breathing,
the ether, the vacuum and respiratory system belong to
whom ? If you have authoritative force to personify them.
Why are you compelled to surrender to your physical
agonising death helplessly ? Why you can't usurp the air,
breating and respiratory system as the usurpers of the
human-right.s for your personal communalistic interests,
holding property ? Put yourselves to great shame ! Be
ashamed of your misdeeds ? The Trumpet of resurrection
is ready to alarm and suddenly numerous hearts, the
without light bulbs will be off or breathless in the negative
line ?

BEARD

Ancient One is eternal, limitless and impersonal 'fruth
and His direct or indirect Manifestation has been digni
fying in the male form. The indirect message-bearers
(Meesengers, "Rasools") were also representatives of their
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evolutionary mother land's instinctive society below of the
navel natural inferiority of the animalism. They and their
bearish opponents were bearded. Because neither there
were hair cutting saloon nor shaving sticks and shaving
blades. To become beardless was not fashion or to become
bearded was a common traditional way. Only the pro
fessional priests, papas and popes were seen bearded with
the religious gowns.

"Sanctimoniously". Besides all kind of the religious
monopolists were misconceived "reverential". They were
all contractors of the different communalistic business
dominating the limited and registered mind and sub-mind
of the subdued masses. Otherwise Jesus Christ's ethereal
and subtle face was naturally or heavenly beardless. Be
cause Ancient Ones' direct Prophets presence is eternally
heavenly from bottom to top. But the unfortunate bloody
bastard have no innersight, their conventional outward
appearance is nothing at all. Such category is always
lickle-minded.

1 mean to say that the beards and all kinds of the
religious dress or symbolic gowns etc are not a testimonial

of the divinity of Huinanitanani.sm pilus Unitarianism.

NOTE: IT WAS THE PRECAUTIONARY

MEASURE, ASSIGNED DUTY TO PUBLISH

AND CIRCULATE THESE BOOKS FOR THE

WELFARE OF THE MASSESS UNIVERSALLY,
USING TRULY THE INVENTIVE DIVUL-

GENCE SOURCES BY THE EVOLUTIVE

AND POSITIVE IMPERSONAL GOVERN

MENTAL SYSTEM AUTHORITATIVELY.
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WARNING

Without impersonal applicability of the Agreement
(See in the book "Key to success. Explanatory note-book of
evolutive eternal Truth" at page No. 138) any one cannot
be selected or remain selected naturally in the world. The
trial period is ended impliddly as before.

By impersonal Suprem^Spiritual Authority of Time.
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Contents of

Key to Success Explanatory Note Book

o f

The Evolutive Eternal Truth

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Introduction (By Masoom).
A Brief Dialogue.

Real history.
Calamities.

Struggle for existance.

Equilibrium
Religions.
Idiol Worshipping.
Languages.
Deaf, dumb and blind.

Metempsychosis.
Culture.

Religious psychology.
Impersonal God.
Religious books.
Museum.

Zoological gardens.
Matter and spirit.
Evolution of Consciousness.
Resurrection.
Paradise.

Conspiracy.
Warning.
Remedy.
Straight path.

Individuality.

Page No.

1

5

8

8

9

10

11

15

19

22

24

28

29

31

32

33

34

35

36

36

37

38

39

39

40

41
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No.

27. Reality. •••

28. Discipline. ••• ^2
29. Awakening. ^2
30. Personal and Impersonal. 43
31. Impersonal Dictatorship. ••• 44
32. Symbolism.
33. Battle-Field. •••

34. Summary. 48
35. Peace. ••• 48
36. Precaution. ••• 49

Occult Power. 49
Occultism. •••

Embodiment.

Deterioration.

41. Mysticism.

42. Miracle.
43. Role. ••

44. The Trumpt of Resurrection. —
45. Conviction. ^
46. Sex.

47. Animalism.

48. Rigorous Ignorance.
49. Difference.

50. Fetishism.

51. Supreme Super Humanism and Real
Democracy.

52. Aim of Creation.

53. Negative consciousness.
54. Evolution of consciousness.
55. Personal tendency.

56. Evolution.

57. Counter-Revolution.

58. Exemplify.

37.

38.

39.

40.
51

51

52

55

56

57

57

58

58

59

59

60

61

61

62

62
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59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

■87.

88.

89.

90.
91.

Retrogression.
Science.
Practical realization.
Capital crime.
Death.
Physical death.
Physical body.
Prophethood and Avatarhood.
Charter.

Monopolization.
Gravitation.
-Sensualitv and humanism.
Self.
Prophethood.
Scientific Secularism
A conclusive topic.
Body, mind and possessions.
Mental derailment.
Karl Marx.
Socialism.

= Lord Christ.

Community.
Commemoration.
Conscience and Conscious.
Subjugation.
Criticism.

Islam.

Scientific socialism and Communism.
Devotion.
Exemplified.
Be peace upon you.
Personal property.
Conspiracy.

i'age No.
62.

64
65

66

67
68

69

70

72

73

74

75

77

78

80

81

84

86

86

87

88

90

91
91

93

95

95
98

100

100

101

101

102
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No. Page No.
92. Resurrection. ... 103

93. Oration. ... 103

94. Matter and Spirit. ... 104

95. Celibacy. ... 106

96. Renaissance. ... 108

97. Incarnation. ... 108

98. The Specific Knowledge. ... 110

99. The Parliamentary System and the ... 112

election-stunt.

100. Dooms-day. ... 113

101. Reasonable Facts. ... 113

102. The Organic Organization. ... 115

103. Human Rights. ... 117

104. Humanism. ... 118

105. Communalistic Loaferism. ... 119

106. Nationality and Nationalization. ... 121

107. Limitless Unitarianism. ... 124

108. Martial Law. ... 126

109. Meat eating. ... 127

110. God Speaks. ... 129

in. Scientific Socialism and Communism. ... 132

112. Field Martial. ... 134

113. Scientific Superior hacts. ... 135

114. Love. ... 135

115. Prescription. ... 136

116. Agreement. ... 138

117. djji Vl Jl V Unitarianism. ... 141

Note.—The under published, substantive, sub
jective and objective books are already prescribed
in the recently published pamphlet entitled
Universal divulgence." elucidatorily. {Author)



The numerous things are merely imitative,
unnecessary, useless, valueless, and inexpensive.
But have made necessary, valuable and expensive
only because of scarcity of contentment and
sagacity analogously and hypothetically.

It is selfishness to come into being sinfully
again and again inferior than the sinless natural
inferior creatures, Contrarily it is the efficacious
action to become Superior in the same life and
same in human society with the heavenly form,
clad in Armour Representatively.
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